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Abstract
We study list-decoding over adversarial channels governed by oblivious adversaries (a.k.a. oblivious Arbitrarily
Varying Channels (AVCs)). This type of adversaries aims to maliciously corrupt the communication without knowing
the actual transmission from the sender. For any oblivious AVCs potentially with constraints on the sender’s
transmitted sequence and the adversary’s noise sequence, we determine the exact value of the minimum list-size
that can support a reliable communication at positive rate. This generalizes a classical result by Hughes (IEEE
Transactions on Information Theory, 1997) and answers an open question posed by Sarwate and Gastpar (IEEE
Transactions on Information Theory, 2012). A lower bound on the list-decoding capacity (whenever positive) is
presented. Under a certain combinatorial conjecture, we also prove a matching upper bound. En route to a tight
characterization of the list-decoding capacity, we propose a method for subcode construction towards the resolution
of the combinatorial conjecture.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coding against adversaries is one of the central subjects in coding theory and information theory. The canonical
model of interest is as follows. Suppose a transmitter Alice would like to send a message to a receiver Bob
through a noisy channel. The channel is governed by an adversary (also called a jammer) James whose aim
is to maliciously corrupt the data transmission from Alice to Bob. Coding is a technique to protect data from
corruption and thus ensures a reliable communication. Alice, instead of sending the message per se, introduces
some redundancy to the message and sends an encoded sequence (called codeword). James carefully designs a
jamming sequence (historically a.k.a. state sequence) and transmits it to the channel. The hope is that even James
adversarially distorted Alice’s transmitted codeword via the channel, Bob receiving the noisy channel output is still
able to reliably decode. The goal is to find the maximum information throughput (a.k.a. rate) of a given channel,
i.e., the largest number of bits that could be delivered with a low probability of reconstruction error. This paper
is concerned with characterizing information-theoretic fundamental limits (called capacity) of this kind assuming
there is no restriction on the computational power of Alice/Bob/James. See Section VI for formal definitions.
The aforementioned adversarial communication channel model is often referred to as the Arbitrarily Varying
Channel (AVC) model, first introduced by Blackwell, Breiman and Thomasian [BBT60]. It contains a large family
of channels of interests and has received a lot of study since it was proposed. It turns out that in an adversarial
communication problem, it is important to clarify the power of James. The knowledge that James possesses when
designing the jamming vector is an important component of the problem setup. There are two natural and popular
models that are well-studied in the literature. The omniscient model assumes that James knows precisely which
particular codeword was transmitted by Alice. Hence he could look at the transmission and tailor his jamming
strategy for a specific instantiation of transmission. This is a very strong type of adversaries and the capacity of
such AVCs is widely open. Another model called the oblivious model instead assumes that the adversary does
not know at all which codeword was transmitted by Alice. Said differently, one can think of James as choosing a
jamming sequence before Alice’s transmission is instantiated. Much more capacity results are known in this setting.
The oblivious model is the main focus of this paper. See [LN98] for a survey on AVCs and see Section II for prior
works.
We now shift our attention from James to Bob. The reliability of communication can be measured in various
different ways. The metric that was alluded to in the first paragraph of this section is called unique-decodability. As
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2the name suggests, Bob is required to, based on his received vector, decode to a single message which is hopefully
the correct one that Alice meant to deliver. In some scenarios, this is too stringent a requirement to satisfy or it
is much trickier to directly prove without intermediate steps. One possible notion of reliability that relaxes this
condition is called list-decodability. This allows Bob to output a list of messages which should contain the correct
one. Of course, to avoid triviality, we would like the list to be as small as possible. The notion of list-decoding
was first proposed by Elias [Eli57] and Wozencraft [Woz58]. It has since received a lot of study from various
aspects and has become an important subject within and outside the scope of Coding & Information Theory. In
Computer Science, list-decoding is most well-studied under the omniscient bitflip channel model. See [Gur04],
[Gur07] for a comprehensive survey on combinatorial and algorithmic results on list-decoding of this flavour. List-
decoding also serves as a primitive in complexity theory and cryptography, e.g., [DMOZ19]. Recently, the idea
of relaxing the problem by allowing the solver to return a list of answers rather than a unique answer also goes
into the development of robust statistics [DKS18], [DKK20], [CMY20], [KKK19], [BK20], [RY20b], [RY20a]. In
our context, given an adversarial channel, one of the fundamental questions is to pin down the smallest list-size
L˚ (a.k.a. list-symmetrizability) that supports a reliable communication at positive rate. Understanding capacity
positivity is the first step towards understanding the exact value of the capacity of an AVC under list-decoding.
In this paper, for any oblivious AVC, we give a tight characterization on the exact value of the minimum list-size
such that the list-decoding capacity w.r.t. such a list-size is strictly positive. See Section III for an overview of our
results.
Finally, as a technical note, we emphasize that in this paper we use the average probability of error1 criterion, i.e.,
a 1´ op1q (but not exactly 1) fraction of messages are required to be correctly decoded.2 Also, we do not assume
common randomness available to Alice and Bob (but secret to James). AVC problems under other probability of
error criteria and/or in the presence of common randomness are also interesting. See Section II for related works.
II. PRIOR WORK
A. Oblivious AVCs
For AVCs, one of the challenges of characterizing the capacity is perhaps to first determine whether the capacity
is zero or strictly positive. For general AVCs, finding a sufficient and necessary condition for achieving positive rate
turns out to be highly nontrivial. Such conditions are usually called symmetrizability in the literature. We explain
the underlying intuition using the oblivious bitflip channels which are perhaps the simplest nontrivial example of
oblivious adversarial channels. As shown in Figure 1, both the transmitted codeword x and the jamming sequence
Fig. 1: Block diagram of an oblivious bitflip channel.
s are t0, 1un-valued. The channel in this case is simply a deterministic function that adds up x and s component-
wise modulo 2. The channel output is therefore y “ x‘ s. Though James does not know the value of x, he could
transmit a uniformly random codeword x1 „ C from the codebook (which is assumed to be known to everyone).
If x1 ‰ x (which does happen with high probability as long as the code is large), Bob receives y “ x ‘ x1 and
could not distinguish whether Alice transmitted x or x1. In other words, the scenario where Alice transmits x and
James transmits x1 and the scenario where Alice transmits x1 and James transmits x result in the same statistics at
1The average refers to averaging over messages that Alice can potentially transmit. They are assumed to be uniformly distributed.
2There exist other notions of error criteria which are also interesting and have been studied in the literature. One other important one is the
maximum probability of error criterion. Again, the maximization is over messages. Under deterministic encoders, the problem is equivalent
to the omniscient case since we can assume that the adversary knows the transmitted message and hence the transmitted codeword. Under
stochastic encoders (which is possible if Alice has access to private randomness), it can be shown that the capacity remains the same as that
under the average probability of error criterion.
3the output end of the channel, i.e., Py|x,x1 “ Py|x1,x3. We then say that in this case James symmetrizes the channel.
This forces Bob to fail to decode the correct message with constant probability and hence forces the capacity to be
zero. Symmetrizability is a fundamental characteristic associated to an AVC. Given a generic AVC, it is not obvious
how to capture this kind of phenomena using a precise notion of symmetrizability. The seminal work by Csisza´r
and Narayan [CN88b] provided the right notion of symmetrizability of a general oblivious AVC and used it to give
a characterization of the capacity. [CN88b]’s notion of symmetrizability is a certain linear algebraic condition that
can be easily verified for any given oblivious AVC. Remarkably, such a condition was not available previously even
for AVCs without input or state constraints [Ahl78], i.e., Alice and James are allowed to transmit any length-n
sequence over their alphabets.
The quadratically constrained version of the oblivious AVC problem is also well-studied. In this variant, vectors
in the communication system are Rn-valued subject to `2-norm constraints. The capacity of such channels (a.k.a.
Gaussian AVCs) was obtained in [CN91] via a geometric approach.
For list-decoding in the oblivious setting, without input and state constraints, the notion of list-symmetrizability
(formally defined in Definition 5) was given in a paper by Hughes [Hug97] and the L-list-decoding capacity
(formally defined in Definition 4) for any list-size L P Zě1 was characterized therein. As we shall see in more
details in Section III, incorporating constraints (especially state constraints) into the definition of symmetrizability
(and list-symmetrizability) is nontrivial. Intuitively, this is because symmetrizability is a symbol-wise notion. For
simplicity, we explain the effect of constraints using unique-decoding as an example. If a pair of input symbols
px, x1q P X 2 are “confusable” in the symmetrizability sense that Py|x,x1 “ Py|x1,x, then the encoder should avoid
using them, since x and x1 will cause confusion to Bob and receiving symbol y in certain locations, he not could tell
if the value of the original transmission was x or x1 in these locations. If all pairs of input symbols are confusable,
then Alice has no effective symbols that can be used for communication without causing confusion at the decoder
end. Hence the symbol-wise notion of symmetrizability translates to an operational notion of confusability at the
level of vectors (Py|x,x1 “ Py|x1,x). However, in the presence of state constraints, even if all pairs of symbols are
confusable, it does not immediately mean that James can always confuse Bob w.r.t two different codewords. In
fact, this is known to be not true [CN88b]. In the oblivious bitflip example, if we further impose constraints on
x and s such that wtH pxq ď w and wtH psq ď p for some w, p P r0, 1{2s, where wtH p¨q denotes the Hamming
weight of a vector, then the capacity is positive if (and only if) w ą p. However, the only two input symbols 0 and
1 are apparently confusable. This phenomenon is precisely due to the effect of state constraints. If James is only
allowed to jam using some rather than arbitrary sequences, then symbol-wise symmetrizability does not rule out
the possibility that Alice could still communicate to Bob at a positive rate while being robust to all James’s feasible
jamming sequences. Indeed, it was first observed by Ericson [Eri85] that unconstrained AVCs are impractical models
since many channels of interests are symmetric (e.g., the bitflip channels discussed above) and hence by definition
is symmetrizable and has zero capacity. Constrained oblivious AVCs under list-decoding were studied by Sarwate
and Gastpar in [SG12]. They gave upper and lower bounds on L˚ – the smallest list-size L such that the L-list-
decoding capacity is positive. In particular, they defined the notions of weak and strong list-symmetrizability such
that Ls˚trong ď L˚ ď Lw˚eak. Using these notions, they prove natural lower and upper bounds on the L-list-decoding
capacity.
The quadratically constrained version of the oblivious AVC problem under list-decoding turns out to be easier
due to the Euclidean nature. Hosseinigoki and Kosut recently [HK18] characterized the L-list-decoding capacity
of such channels. The achievability uses typicality methods for real-valued vectors. A natural list-symmetrization
strategy was analyzed using a certain novel bounding technique.
B. Omniscient AVCs
Much less is known in the omniscient setting. Let us first look at capacity positivity. For omniscient AVCs
without input/state constraints, it is well-known that the capacity is zero if and only if the channel is symmetrizable
in the sense of Kiefer and Wolfowitz [KW62]. Again, incorporating constraints is nontrivial in the omniscient case
as well. Until very recently, Wang, Budkuley, Bogdanov and Jaggi [WBBJ19] managed to get the right notion of
3We use boldface lowercase letters to denote (scalar) random variables, plain lowercase letters to denote their realizations and underlines
to denote vectors of length n, where n is the blocklength of the code unless otherwise specified. See Section V for the notational convention
followed in this paper.
4symmetrizability (a.k.a. confusability in their paper) for general omniscient AVCs with input & state constraints
whose channel transition distribution is a 0-1 law, i.e., the channel output is a deterministic function of Alice’s
and James’s inputs. They showed that such channels have zero capacity if and only if they are symmetrizable in
[WBBJ19]’s sense. Their results are a significant generalization of the Plotkin bound in classical coding theory.
Remarkably, the connection between the complete positivity of joint distributions and the structure of codes was
first introduced in [WBBJ19]. With additional work, their techniques can potentially carry over to the case where
Wy|x,s is an arbitrary distribution. However, a formal proof has not been presented yet.
We now turn to bounds on the capacity. As we shall see below, the situation in this direction is rather sad
and essentially no capacity result is known even for very simple channels. For general omniscient AVCs without
input/state constraints, Csisza´r and Ko¨rner [CK81] proved a lower bound on the capacity using techniques similar
to those used in [CN88b] for oblivious channels. For channels with input & state constraints and with 0-1 transition
distributions, a Gilbert–Varshamov-type lower bound and its natural generalization using time-sharing were presented
in [WBBJ19]; an Elias–Bassalygo-type upper bound will be presented in the full version of [WBBJ19] which is not
yet available when the present paper is written. In classical coding theory, the most commonly considered model
is the omniscient bitflip channel. The capacity of such a channel is equivalent to the largest sphere packing density
in Hamming space. The best lower and upper bounds so far are the Gilbert–Varshamov bound [Gil52], [Var57] and
the second MRRW (Linear Programming-type) bound [MRRW77], respectively. They match nowhere except when
the channel is completely noiseless or noisy, which are trivial cases. The exact value of the capacity is perhaps the
most central open question in coding theory.
The quadratically constrained version of the channel coding problem for omniscient AVCs is equivalent to packing
caps on a sphere. In the latter problem, one would like to pack as many as possible mutually disjoint spherical caps
of radii
?
nN on a sphere of radius
?
nP . It is well-known that one can achieve positive packing density whenever
N{P ă 1{2. The current best lower and upper bounds on the packing density (or the capacity of a quadratically
constrained omniscient AVC) are the Gilbert–Varshamov-type lower bound due to Blachman [Bla62] and the Linear
Programming-type upper bound due to Kabatiansky and Levenshtein [KL78], respectively. Narrowing the gap from
either side is regarded as a big breakthrough.
For list-decoding against omniscient adversaries, the situation is similar. For general channels with input & state
constraints and with 0-1 transition distributions, Zhang, Budkuley and Jaggi [ZBJ20] recently extended the results
of [WBBJ19] to list-decoding and provided a sufficient and necessary condition for positivity of the L-list-decoding
capacity for any given list-size L P Zě1. In the same paper, the authors also gave lower bounds on the L-list-
decoding capacity using random coding with expurgation. An Elias–Bassalygo-/Johnson-type upper bound will
also be presented in the full version of [ZBJ20] (which is not yet available when the present paper is written).
These lower and upper bounds for general omniscient AVCs are generalizations of similar bounds for the bitflip
channels due to a sequence of beautiful works by Blinovsky [Bli86], [Bli05], [Bli08]. Blinovsky’s upper bounds
were improved by Polyanskiy [Pol16] in the high-rate regime for odd list-sizes at least 3.
The quadratically constrained version of list-decoding is equivalent to packing caps on a sphere with bounded
multiplicity of overlap (a.k.a. multiple packing). To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the current best lower and
upper bounds are due to Blinovsky [Bli97] and Blinovsky–Litsyn [BL09], respectively. The largest multiple packing
density also remains elusive.
C. Zero-error information theory
The omniscient model is intimately related to “noiseless” channels under zero-error criterion. It can be shown
that for omniscient channels, without loss of rate, all error criteria are equivalent to the zero-error criterion. That is,
the capacity under average/maximum error criterion is the same as that with the requirement that the decoder makes
an error with probability precisely (rather than asymptotically) zero. The problem of characterizing the capacity
is hence of combinatorial nature. If the channel is “noiseless” in the sense that the adversary is absent, then the
problem falls into the realm of zero-error information theory [Sha56]. Though without noise, the zero-error capacity
of a channel Wy|x is still widely open. It is well known to be equal to limnÑ8 α
`GpWy|xqbn˘1{n, where GpWy|xq
is the confusability graph of Wy|x, Gbn denotes the n-fold strong product of G and αpGq denotes the independence
number of G. This characterization is not single-letter and hence is not computable (since it involves a limit as
the blocklength n of the code grows). This formula is only successfully evaluated for sporadic nontrivial channels,
5e.g., the noisy typewriter channel with alphabet size five [Lov79]. Determination of the zero-error capacity of even
the noisy typewriter channel with alphabet size seven remains formidable, let alone general channels. Nevertheless,
we emphasize that the capacity positivity of this problem is understood. Indeed, it is well-known and not hard to
see that the capacity is positive if and only if the confusability graph of the channel is not a complete graph. See
[KO98] for a survey on zero-error information theory.
D. Other exotic models
Other types of adversaries such as myopic adversaries [DJL19b], [ZVJS18], [BDJ`20], [DJL`19a], causal/online
adversaries [DJLS13], [CJL15], [LDJ`18], adversaries with delay, adversaries with lookahead [DJLS16]; and other
types of channels such as channels with feedback [Ber64], [Zig76], [AC00], [HKV15], channels with common
randomness [CN88a], [Ahl78], two-way adversarial channels [JL17], [ZVJ20], adversarial broadcast channels
[PS17], [HK20], adversarial interference channels [HK16], adversarial relay channels [PS19a], [PS18], adversarial
Multiple Access Channels (MACs) [Jah81], [AC99], [PS19b], adversarial fading channels [HK19] etc. were also
studied in the literature. In each of these models, the adversaries may exhibit starkly contrasting behaviours. We
do not intend to provide an exhaustive list of prior works.
III. OVERVIEW OF OUR RESULTS AND TECHNIQUES
In this work, we provide the correct notion of list-symmetrizability L˚ which we call CP-symmetrizability,
denoted by LC˚P. We show L
˚ “ LC˚P and prove bounds on the L-list-decoding capacity for any L P Zě1 using
this new notion of list-symmetrizability. (See Theorem 11 for formal statements.) Specifically, given any oblivious
AVC with input & state constraints, we show the following.
1) When a given target list-size L is at most LC˚P, then the channel is L-symmetrizable and the L-list-decoding
capacity is zero. See Theorem 12 for a formal statement.
2) When L is strictly greater than LC˚P, we prove a natural lower bound on the L-list-decoding capacity using
techniques that slightly extends those in [CN88b], [Hug97], [SG12]. In particular, the capacity is positive in
this case. See Theorem 13 for a formal statement.
3) When L is strictly greater than LC˚P, we did not manage to prove a matching upper bound on capacity. En route
to a tight characterization, we propose a conjecture conditioned on which we show that our lower bound is
tight. See Theorem 14 for a formal statement. The conjecture (Conjecture 21) is concerned with basic structures
of sets of vectors (over finite alphabets). It is of combinatorial nature and does not require backgrounds in
AVCs. We propose a natural subcode construction (Section XI-C) towards the resolution of this conjecture.
Curiously, our proof techniques crucially hinge on the recent development in the study of omniscient AVCs. As
alluded to in Section II-A, incorporating constraints (especially state constraints) into Hughes’s [Hug97] definition
of list-symmetrizability is a challenging task. Sarwate and Gastpar [SG12] made the first attempt by providing
two candidates (strong and weak list-symmetrizability, denoted by Ls˚trong and Lw˚eak, respectively) of extension of
Hughes’s notion to the constrained case. However, these extended notions are not tight in the sense of dichotomy,
i.e., for any given list-size L P Zě1, the L-list-decoding capacity is zero if L ď L˚ and is positive otherwise.
We now explain how we close the gap between Ls˚trong and Lw˚eak using the notion of CP-symmetrizability
LC˚P (where CP stands for completely positive). We first equip James with an improved jamming strategy (called
CP-symmetrization) which allows him to enforce a zero communication rate. Fix a list-size L P Zě24 and a code
C Ď X n of positive rate5 satisfying input constraints. Suppose Alice transmitted a codeword xi0 „ C corresponding
to a random message i0. As suggested by the intuition mentioned in Section II-A, a natural way to “symmetrize”
the channel is to let James sample a “spoofing” list L :“ pxi1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xiLq of L codewords uniformly from C such
that the output distribution looks identical if the pL` 1q-list L1 :“ pxi0 ,xi1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xiLq is permuted arbitrarily, i.e.,
Py|xi0 ,xi1 ,¨¨¨ ,xiL “ Py|xpipi0q,xpipi1q,¨¨¨ ,xpipiLq for all permutations pi on pL`1q elements. Specifically, if James adopts the
following strategy, then we will argue that the L-list-decoder of Bob must make an error (i.e., decode to a list which
does not contain the truly transmitted message) with nonvanishing probability. If we provide James with a (discrete
memoryless) “jamming channel” Us|x1,¨¨¨ ,xL , then he can use it to generate a random jamming sequence sL once the
4When L “ 1, the problem at hand collapses to the unique-decoding problem which was solved in [CN88b].
5Positive rate of a code C Ď Xn simply means the code size is exponentially large in n, i.e., |C| “ |X |nR for some constant R P p0, 1s.
6spoofing list L is fed into it. Suppose we can find a Us|x1,¨¨¨ ,xL satisfying the following property. The distribution
of the channel output y obtained from pxi0 , sLq
Wbny|x,sÝÝÝÝÑ y (where L U
bn
x1,¨¨¨ ,xLÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ sL) remains the same if y is obtained
from pxpipi0q, spipLqq
Wbny|x,sÝÝÝÝÑ y (where pipLq U
bn
s|x1,¨¨¨ ,xLÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ spipLq and pipLq :“ pxpipi1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xpipiLqq) for any permutation
pi on pL ` 1q elements. For example, if L “ 2, this property guarantees that y
1
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,y
6
(where 6 “ p2 ` 1q!)
are statistically identical, where y
1
, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,y
6
follow the Bayesian networks shown in Figure 2, respectively. As a
Fig. 2: Example of list-symmetrizability.
consequence of such a property of Us|x1,¨¨¨ ,xL , every L-sized sublist of L1 appears to be equally likely a posteriori.
Bob’s best list-decoder is essentially to output a random L-sublist pL in L1. The probability that Alice’s transmitted
message i0 falls outside pL is about 1L`1 . For constant list-size L, the probability of error is bounded away from zero.
In the above example, among messages in the the candidate list ti0, i1, i2u, Bob randomly outputs two messages.
The probability that he chooses ti1, i2u (which does not contain message i0) instead of ti0, i1u or ti0, i2u (which
are desirable output lists) is 1{3 ą 0. This means that James has successfully jammed the communication and no
positive rate of L-list-decodable codes with vanishing average probability of error can be achieved6 under this type
of jamming strategy. It turns out the above heuristic strategy can be formalized to give a sufficient condition for
zero list-decoding capacity in the absence of constraints [Hug97].
For general oblivious AVCs under constraints, one caveat in the above heuristics is that we also need to ensure that
spipLq satisfies the state constraints for every permutation pi on pL` 1q elements. Note that the distribution of spipLq
is essentially (with high probability tightly concentrated around) Pxpipi0q,xpipi1q,¨¨¨ ,xpipiLqU
bn
s|x1,¨¨¨ ,xL marginalized to s.
A priori, it is unclear whether this distribution remains (approximately) the same under different permutations. Thus
it is challenging to bound the distribution of the jamming sequence. Therefore, in the presence of state constraints,
we cannot yet claim that the above jamming strategy works. We bypass this obstacle by invoking a list-decoding
version of generalized Plotkin bound recently developed by Zhang, Budkuley and Jaggi [ZBJ20] (which in turn
built upon [WBBJ19]). This theorem (informally stated below) is concerned with basic structures of sets of vectors
over finite alphabets (in particular, codes).
Theorem 1 ((A corollary of) generalized Plotkin bound for list-decoding, informal, [ZBJ20]). Let X be a finite
alphabet. In any sufficiently large7 set C “ txiui of vectors in X n, there is a completely positive distribution
Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL such that, with constant (independent of n) probability, a uniformly random (ordered) list pxi1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xiLq
(i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă iL) has empirical distribution8 approximately equaling Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL .
Remark 1. What was actually proved in [ZBJ20] is a Plotkin-type bound giving rise to a sufficient and necessary
condition for list-decoding capacity positivity of general omniscient AVCs. It can be viewed as a characterization
of the phase transition threshold of the sizes of multiple packings using general shapes in a finite product space.
6The word “achieve” will be formally defined in Definition 4.
7The condition “sufficiently large” here means larger than some constant independent of n. In our applications, the positive rate of a code
is more than enough to certify the “sufficiently large” criterion.
8Given a list px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xLq of vectors in Xn (where X is a finite set), the empirical distribution, a.k.a. the type/histogram, of px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xLq
is the distribution Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL defined as Px1,¨¨¨ ,xLpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xLq “ 1n |ti P rns : x1piq “ x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xLpiq “ xLu| for all px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xLq P XL.
See Definition 10
7Combining it with the hypergraph Tura´n’s theorem (Theorem 17) allows us to prove Theorem 1. The formal version
of Theorem 1 is stated and proved in Lemma 18.
Completely positive (CP) distributions are joint distributions of tuples of random variables that can be written as a
convex combination of tensor products of identical distributions, e.g., Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL “
ř
i λiP
bL
xi for some coefficientstλiui and distributions tPxiui. The above theorem allows us to bound the the distribution of s and to justify
the validity of the previously described jamming strategy. This is because, CP distributions are invariant under
permutations by definition, i.e., Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL “ Pxpip1q,¨¨¨ ,xpipLq for any pi. By Theorem 1 (with L in the theorem being
L ` 1), the event that L1 “ px0,Lq has empirical distribution approximately Px0,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL for some order-pL ` 1q
CP distribution Px0,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL happens with constant probability. Conditioned on this event, the distribution of spipLq
for any permutation pi is with high probability tightly concentrated around
“
Px0,x1,¨¨¨ ,xLUs|x1,¨¨¨ ,xL
‰bn
s
9. This is a
product distribution independent of the particular realization of James’s spoofing list L and the permutation pi. The
above argument hence basically justifies the effectiveness of the translation from symbol-wise list-symmetrizability
to vector-wise list-symmetrizability. Indeed, even in the presence of state constraints, such a translation can
be operationally realized by the previously described jamming strategy which we call CP-symmetrization. (See
Section IX for the precise description of CP-symmetrization). The rest of the proof (which is deferred to Appendix B)
can be finished using relatively “standard” techniques (with some careful tweaks) along the lines of [CN88b],
[Hug97], [SG12].
The above argument shows that if a channel is L-CP-symmetrizable (see Definition 14 for the formal definition)
then the L-list-decoding capacity is zero. That is, L-CP-symmetrizability is a sufficient condition of zero L-
list-decoding capacity. We then sketch a matching achievability argument showing that this condition is also
necessary. This turns out to be a relatively straightforward extension to the classical results by [CN88b], [Hug97],
[SG12]. Specifically, by non-list-symmetrizability, James could not find a jamming channel Us|x1,¨¨¨ ,xL satisfying
the aforementioned property. This means for some CP distributions, no matter which Us|x1,¨¨¨ ,xL James uses, the
aforementioned jamming strategy fails since the jamming sequence sL generated from a spoofing list L of a CP
type Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL violates some state constraints. Alice could leverage that particular completely positive distribution
Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL to construct a “good” code C. By complete positivity, assume Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL can be decomposed as
řk
i“1 λiPbLxi
for some coefficients tλiuki“1 and some distributions tPxiuki“1. Alice simply samples |X |nR codewords for some
constant R P p0, 1s each of which is independently generated using the following distribution. To sample a
codeword x, sample the first nλ1 components independently from distribution Px1 , sample the next nλ2 components
independently from distribution Px2 , ..., sample the last nλk components independently from distribution Pxk . By
measure concentration, with high probability every size-L list in C has joint type approximately řki“1 λiPbLxi .
Following the classical techniques by Csisza´r and Narayan [CN88b], this further implies that with high probability
such a random code is resilient to any feasible jamming strategy. This claim may not be immediately clear to readers
who are not familiar with the AVC literature, since we are claiming the possibility of reliable communication robust
to any jamming strategy, not necessarily of the form of CP-symmetrization introduced before. However, thanks to
Csisza´r and Narayan [CN88b], this claim does hold and the proof is nowadays standard.
IV. ORGANIZATION OF THIS PAPER
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The notational convention followed in this paper is introduced
in Section V. Preliminaries on probability theory, oblivious AVC model, channel coding, list-decodable codes and
information measures are given in Section VI. Formal presentation starts from Section VII onwards. The core
definition of CP-symmetrizability is introduced in Section VII. Given this, formal statements of our main theorems
are stated and compared with those in [SG12] in Section VIII. Technical proofs start from Section IX onwards. We
describe and (partly) analyze CP-symmetrization, the most conceptually novel and technically challenging part of
this work, in Section IX. Part of the proof is delegated to Appendices A and B. The above three sections jointly
prove Theorem 12. We prove the capacity lower bound in Section X by designing and analyzing a coding scheme.
Part of the proof is deferred to Appendices C and D. The above three sections jointly prove Theorem 13. We
prove, conditioned on Conjecture 21, a matching capacity upper bound in Section XI with part of the proof left
for Appendix E. The above two sections jointly prove Theorem 14.
9Here the notation r¨ss refers to the marginal on the variable s of the joint distribution in the bracket.
8V. NOTATION
Sets are denoted by capital letters in calligraphic typeface, e.g., X ,S,Y , etc. All alphabets in this paper are finite
sized. For a positive integer M , we use rM s to denote t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Mu. Let X be a finite set. For an integer k ď |X |,
we use
`X
k
˘
to denote tX 1 Ď X : |X 1| “ ku. When we write `rMsL ˘, we think of an element ti1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , iLu in it as in
ascending order, i.e., i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă iL. Similarly, we define
` X
ďk
˘
:“ tX 1 Ď X : |X 1| ď ku.
Random variables are denoted by lowercase letters in boldface, e.g., x, s,y, etc. Their realizations are denoted
by corresponding lowercase letters in plain typeface, e.g., x, s, y, etc. Vectors (random or fixed) of length n, where
n is the blocklength of the code without further specification, are denoted by lowercase letters with underlines,
e.g., x, s,y, x, s, y, etc. The i-th entry of a vector x P X n (resp. x P X n) is denoted by xpiq (resp. xpiq). Let
L “ ti1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , iLu be a finite set of nonnegative integers such that i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă iL. We use xL (resp. xL) to denote
pxi1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , xiLq (resp. pxi1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xiLq). Matrices are denoted by capital letters in boldface, e.g., A,B, etc. Similarly,
the pi, jq-th entry of a matrix G P Fnˆm is denoted by Gpi, jq. We sometimes write Gnˆm to explicitly specify
its dimension. For square matrices, we write Gn for short. The letter I is reserved for the identity matrix.
We use the standard Bachmann–Landau (Big-Oh) notation. For x P R, let rxs` :“ max tx, 0u. For two real-valued
functions fpnq, gpnq of positive integers, we say that fpnq asymptotically equals gpnq, denoted by fpnq — gpnq, if
limnÑ8 fpnq{gpnq “ 1. We write fpnq .“ gpnq (read fpnq dot equals gpnq) if limnÑ8 plog fpnqq { plog gpnqq “ 1.
Note that fpnq — gpnq implies fpnq .“ gpnq, but the converse is not true. Related notations such as dot less/larger
than (or equal to), denoted by
¨ă { ¨ą (or ¨ď { ¨ě) can be similarly defined. For any A Ď X , the indicator function
of A is defined as, for any x P X ,
1Apxq :“
#
1, x P A
0, x R A .
At times, we will slightly abuse notation by saying that 1tAu is 1 when event A happens and 0 otherwise. Note
that 1Ap¨q “ 1t¨ P Au. In this paper, all logarithms are to the base 2.
We use ∆pX q to denote the probability simplex on X . Related notations such as ∆pX ˆ Yq and ∆pY|X q are
similarly defined. For a distribution Px,y|u P ∆pX ˆ Y|Uq, we use
“
Px,y|u
‰
x|u P ∆pX |Uq to denote the marginal
distribution onto x given u, i.e., for every x P X , u P U , “Px,y|u‰x|u px|uq “ řyPY Px,y|upx, y|uq. We use ∆pnqpX q
to denote the set of types (i.e., empirical distributions/histograms, see Definition 10 for formal definitions) of
length-n vectors over alphabet X . That is, ∆pnqpX q consists of all distributions Px P ∆pX q that can be induced by
X n-valued vectors. Other notations such as ∆pnqpXˆYq and ∆pnqpY|X q are similarly defined. The notation x „ Px
(resp. x „ Px) means that the p.m.f. of a random variable (resp. vector) x (resp. x) is Px (resp. Px). If x is uniformly
distributed in X , then we write x „ X . The symmetric group of degree N P Zě1 is denoted by SN . It consists of
all permutations, typically denoted by lowercase Greek letters, on a set of N elements. When the set is a subset of
nonnegative integers, we think of its elements as listed in ascending order. If N “ ti1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , iNu Ă Zě1 such that
i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă iN , then for any pi P SN , we define pipN q :“ ppipi1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pipiN qq. Throughout this paper, we use dp¨, ¨q to
denote the `1 distance between two distributions. Specifically, for P,Q P ∆pX q, dpP,Qq :“ řxPX |P pxq ´Qpxq|.
For a subset A Ď ∆pX q, the distance between P and A is defined as dpP,Aq :“ minQPA dpP,Qq. The inner
product between P and Q is defined as xP,Qy :“ řxPX P pxqQpxq. The `p-norm of a vector is denoted by }¨}p.
VI. PRELIMINARY
A. Probability
Lemma 2 (Markov). If X is a nonnegative random variable, then for any a ą 0, Pr rX ě as ď E rXs {a.
Lemma 3 (Chebyshev). If X is an integrable random variable with finite expectation and finite nonzero variance,
then for any a ą 0, Pr r|X ´ E rXs| ě as ď Var rXs {a2.
Lemma 4 (Sanov). Let Q Ă ∆ pX q be a subset of distributions such that it is equal to the closure of its interior.
Let x „ Pbnx for some Px P ∆pX q. Then
Pr
“
τx P Q
‰ .“ 2´n infQxPQDpQx}Pxq,
where the Kullback–Leibler divergence D p¨}¨q between two distributions is defined in Definition 9.
Lemma 5 (Pinsker). Let P,Q P ∆pX q. Then D pP }Qq ě 12 ln 2 }P ´Q}21.
9B. Oblivious AVCs and list-decoding
We first formally define the oblivious adversarial channel model concerned with in this paper. Oblivious AVCs
are communication channels governed by an oblivious adversary in the following sense. The adversary, referred to
as James, aims to prevent reliable transmission from Alice to Bob from happening by injecting carefully designed
noise to the channel. Importantly, we assume that an oblivious adversary does not get to see Alice’s transmission
(though he does know the codebook which is always assumed to be revealed to everyone before communication
happens).
Definition 1 (Oblivious AVCs). An oblivious AVC Aobli “ pX ,S,Y, λx, λs,Wy|x,sq consists of three alphabets
X ,S,Y for the input, jamming and output sequences, respectively; input constraints λx Ď ∆pX q and state constraints
λs Ď ∆pSq; and an adversarial channel Wy|x,s from Alice to Bob governed by James. To avoid peculiar behaviours,
we assume that both λx and λs are convex.
Codewords of types from λx are allowed to be input to the channel. Knowing the codebook C, Alice’s encoder φ
and Bob’s decoder ψ (both of which are formally defined in Definition 2), James generates a jamming sequence s and
sends it through the channel Wy|x,s. The channel generates y in a memoryless manner: Pr
“
y “ yˇˇx “ x, s “ s‰ “
Wbny|x,spy|x, sq “
śn
i“1Wy|x,spypiq|xpiq, spiqq. The channel output y is then received by Bob. See Figure 3 for
a block diagram of the oblivious AVC model under list-decoding (see Definition 2 for the definition of list-
decodability).
Fig. 3: Block diagram of an oblivious AVC under list-decoding.
Remark 2. Though the channel law is a product distribution, the jamming sequence may not follow a product
distribution. Indeed, they do not necessarily follow any fixed distribution. This makes robust communication against
adversaries challenging.
Remark 3. We have already seen an example of oblivious AVC — the oblivious bitflip channel — in Section II-A.
Definition 2 (L-list-decodable codes for oblivious AVCs). An L-list-decodable code C for an oblivious AVC
Aobli “ pX ,S,Y, λx, λs,Wy|x,sq
consists of an encoder φ : rM s Ñ X n mapping any m P rM s to φpmq “ xm satisfying τxm P λx; and an L-list-
decoder ψ : Yn Ñ `rMsďL˘ such that ˇˇψpyqˇˇ ď L for all y P Yn. We call the image of φ the codebook, denoted by
the same symbol C (or simply a code, with slight abuse of terminology), i.e., C :“ txiuiPrMs. The length n of each
codeword is called the blocklength of C. The rate of C is defined as RpCq :“ logMn log |X | .
Remark 4. In this paper, when we talk about “a code”, we always mean a sequence of codes of increasing
blocklengths, i.e., tCiuiě1 each of blocklength ni, where n1 ă n2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ P Zě1 is an infinite sequence of increasing
integers.
Definition 3 (Average probability of error). The average probability of L-list-decoding error of a code C when
used over an oblivious channel Aobli is defined as
Pe,avgpCq :“max
sPSn
1
M
ÿ
iPrMs
Pr
“
ψpyq S iˇˇi “ i, s “ s‰ “ max
sPSn
1
M
ÿ
iPrMs
ÿ
yPYn : ψpyqSi
Wbny|x,spy|xi, sq.
Definition 4 (Achievable rates and L-list-decoding capacity). A rate R is said to be achievable for an oblivious
AVC Aobli under L-list-decoding if there is an infinite sequence of L-list-decodable codes tCiuiě1 for Aobli of
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increasing blocklengths such that RpCiq ě R for all i and Pe,avgpCiq iÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 0. The supremum of all achievable rates
is called the L-list-decoding capacity of Aobli, denoted by CLpAobliq.
Definition 5 (List-symmetrizability). For any oblivious AVC Aobli “ pX ,S,Y, λx, λs,Wy|x,sq, define the list-
symmetrizability of Aobli, denoted by L˚, as the minimum L such that CLpAobliq ą 0.
C. Approximate constant-composition codes
Definition 6 (Approximate constant-composition codes). A code C Ď X n is said to be pλ, Pxq-constant-composition
for some Px P ∆pX q if every codeword x P C has type τx satisfying d
`
τx, Px
˘ ď λ.
Definition 7 (Approximate constant-composition codes with time-sharing). A code C is said to be pλ, u, Px|uq-
constant-composition for some u P Un and some Px|u P ∆pX |Uq if every codeword x P C satisfies d
`
τu,x, τuPx|u
˘ ď
λ.
Definition 8 (Quantization/net). Given a metric space pX ,distq and a constant η ą 0, an η-net or an η-quantization
N of X w.r.t. the metric dist is a subset N Ă X satisfying: for every x P X , there is an x1 P N such that
distpx, x1q ď η.
Taking a simple coordinate-wise quantization allows us to get an upper bound on the size of a net of a probability
simplex. A proof of the following lemma can be found in [ZBJ20].
Lemma 6 (Bounds on the size of nets). Let X be a finite set. For any constant η ą 0, there is an η-net of p∆pX q, dq
of size at most
Q |X |
2η
U|X | ď ´ |X |2η ` 1¯|X |.
A straightforward quantization argument allows us to reduce a general code to an approximate constant-composition
code with only a constant multiplicative factor loss in the code size.
Lemma 7 (Approximate constant-composition reduction). For any λ P p0, 1q, any code C Ď X n contains a pλ, Pxq-
constant-composition subcode C1 Ď C for some Px P ∆pX q of size at least |C|{N , where N ď
´ |X |
2λ ` 1
¯|X |
. In
particular, RpCq nÑ8— RpC1q.
D. Information measures and method of types
Definition 9 (Information measures). Let X ,Y be two finite sets and Px P ∆pX q. The Shannon entropy of Px is
defined as HpPxq :“ řxPX Pxpxq log 1Pxpxq . It is alternatively written as Hpxq where x is an X -valued random
variable whose p.m.f. is Px.
Let y be a Y-valued random variable with joint p.m.f. Px,y with x. The conditional entropy of x given y is
defined as Hpx|yq :“ řpx,yqPXˆY Px,ypx, yq log 1Px|ypx|yq . The mutual information between x and y is defined as
Ipx;yq :“ řpx,yqPXˆY Px,ypx, yq log Px,ypx,yqPxpxqPypyq .
If x and y together with some Z-valued random variable z have joint distribution Px,y,z, then the conditional
mutual information between x and y given z is defined as
Ipx;y|zq :“
ÿ
zPZ
Pzpzq
ÿ
px,yqPXˆY
Px,y|zpx, y|zq log
Px,y|zpx, y|zq
Px|zpx|zqPy|zpy|zq .
If P,Q P ∆pX q and P is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Q (i.e., supppP q Ď supppQq), then the Kullback–Leibler
(KL) divergence between P and Q is defined as D pP }Qq :“ řxPX P pxq log P pxqQpxq .
Readers who are not familiar with the basics of information measures are encouraged to refer to, e.g., [CT91]. We
list below several basic and well-known properties of information measures that will be frequently used throughout
the paper.
Lemma 8 (Properties of information measures). The information measures defined in Definition 9 satisfy the
following properties.
1) Entropy, mutual information, KL divergence and their conditional versions are all nonnegative.
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2) Conditioning reduces entropy: Hpx|yq ď Hpxq.
3) Alternative definitions: Ipx;y|zq “ Hpx|zq ´Hpx|z,yq; Ipx;yq “ D pPx,y}PxPyq.
4) Chain rule: Ipx;y1,y2|zq “ Ipx;y1|zq ` Ipx;y2|z,y1q.
Definition 10 (Types, joint types and conditional types). Let X be a finite set and n P Zě1. The type of a
vector x P X n, denoted by τx P ∆pX q, is the empirical distribution/histogram of x defined as: for every x P X ,
τxpxq “ 1n |ti P rns : xpiq “ xu|. The set of all types of X n-valued vectors is denoted by ∆pnqpX q. Let Y be another
finite set and y P Yn. The joint type τx,y (and ∆pnqpX ˆ Yq correspondingly) and the conditional type τx|y (and
∆pnqpX |Yq correspondingly) are defined in a similar manner. Furthermore, these definitions can be extended to
tuples of vectors in the canonical way.
Lemma 9 (Size of typical sets). Let x P X n and let Py,x P ∆pY ˆ X q be such that τx “ rPy,xsx. Define the
ε-conditionally typical set Aεy|xpPy,xq of Yn-valued sequences given x w.r.t. Py,x as
Aεy|xpPy,xq :“
#
y P Yn : @py, xq P Y ˆ X , τy,xpy, xq
Py,xpy, xq P r1´ ε, 1` εs
+
.
Then 2npHpy|xq´fpεqq ď
ˇˇˇ
Aεy|xpPy,xq
ˇˇˇ
ď 2npHpy|xq`fpεqq for some constant fpεq ą 0 such that fpεq εÑ0ÝÝÝÑ 0.
Lemma 10. Fix a channel Wy|x P ∆pY|X q. Let Px,s,y P ∆pX ˆ S ˆ Yq and Px,s :“ rPx,s,ysx,s. Then for anypx, sq P X n ˆ Sn such that τx,s “ Px,s,ÿ
yPYn : τx,s,y“Px,s,y
Wy|xpy|xq ď 2´nDpPx,s,y}Px,sWy|xq.
VII. CP-SYMMETRIZABILITY: A REFINED NOTION OF SYMMETRIZABILITY
In this section, we introduce the notion of CP-symmetrizability which is one of the core definitions of this work.
Consider an oblivious AVC Aobli “ pX ,S,Y, λx, λs,Wy|x,sq. Without loss of generality, we assume that λx Ď
∆pX q and λx Ď ∆pSq are convex polytopes defined by a finite number of linear inequalities and/or equalities,
respectively. Specifically, the input constraints are given by
λx :“
#
Px P ∆pX q : @j ď α,
ÿ
xPX
AjpxqPxpxq ď Γj
+
“ tPx P ∆pX q : APx ď Γu ,
where A P Rαˆ|X | is a matrix whose pj, xq-th entry is Ajpxq and Γ P Rα is a vector whose j-th component is Γj .
Similarly, the state constraints are
λs :“
#
Ps P ∆pSq : @j ď β,
ÿ
sPS
BjpsqPspsq ď Λj
+
“ tPs P ∆pSq : BPs ď Λu ,
where B P Rβˆ|S| is a matrix whose pj, sq-th entry is Bjpsq and Λ P Rβ is a vector whose j-th component is Λj .
Define the corresponding sets of length-n X -/S-sequences satisfying constraints λx/λs as
Λx :“
 
x P X n : τx P λx
(
, Λs :“
 
s P Sn : τs P λs
(
.
To define CP-symmetrizability, we need several preliminary definitions.
Definition 11 (Obliviously L-symmetrizing distributions). Fix L P Zě1. Define the set of obliviously symmetrizing
distributions as
Uobli,L-symm :“
$’’’&’’’%Us|u,xrLs P ∆pS|U ˆ X
Lq :
@u P U , x0 P X , xrLs P XL, y P Y, pi P SL`1,ÿ
sPS
Wy|x,spy|x0, sqUs|u,xrLsps|u, xrLsq
“
ÿ
sPS
Wy|x,spy|xpip0q, sqUs|u,xrLsps|u, xpiprLsqq
,///.///- .
Remark 5. For technical reasons that will be clear momentarily, the symmetrizing distributions we need take the
slightly more complicated form of Us|u,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL than Us|x1,¨¨¨ ,xL mentioned in the overview section (Section III). One
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should think of u as a time-sharing variable used by Alice as part of the code design. We assume that the coding
scheme, in particular u, is also known to James. This is the reason why we allow the symmetrizing distribution to
be conditioned on u.
Definition 12 (Self-couplings). Let Px P ∆pX q and L P Zě2. Define the set of order-L Px-self-couplings over X
as
J bLpPxq :“
!
Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL P ∆pXLq : @i P rLs, rPx1,¨¨¨ ,xLsxi “ Px
)
.
Definition 13 (Complete positivity (CP)). Let Px P ∆pX q and L P Zě2. A distribution Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL P J bLpPxq is
called Px-completely positive (CP) if it can be written as a convex combination of tensor products of identical
distributions. That is, there exist k P Zą0, λ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λk P r0, 1s satisfying řki“1 λi “ 1, and Px1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , Pxk P ∆pX q
such that
Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL “
kÿ
i“1
λiP
bL
xi . (1)
Or equivalently, there exist k P Zą0, a time-sharing variable u P ∆pUq (where U :“ rks) and a conditional
distribution Px|u P ∆pX |Uq such that
Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL “
”
PuP
bL
x|u
ı
x1,¨¨¨ ,xL
. (2)
The set of all order-L Px-completely positive distributions is denoted by CPbLpPxq. For any Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL P CPbLpPxq,
we call a decomposition of the form Equation (1) or Equation (2) a CP-decomposition.
Remark 6. Since a Px-CP-distribution should be a Px-self-coupling in the first place, any pPu, Px|uq given by a
CP-decomposition satisfies
“
PuPx|u
‰
x
“ Px.
Remark 7. The CP-decomposition of a CP-distribution is not necessarily unique. In particular, the number k of
components in a CP-decomposition (Equation (1)) of Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL P CPbLpPxq is not necessarily unique. Among all
CP-decompositions, the smallest k “ |U | given by a CP-decomposition is called the CP-rank, denoted by CP-rk,
of Px1,¨¨¨ ,xk P CPbLpPxq. In fact, even if a CP-decomposition is required to contain the same number of terms as
CP-rank, it still may not be unique.
Definition 14 (CP-symmetrizability). Fix an oblivious AVC Aobli “ pX ,S,Y, λx, λs,Wy|x,sq. For L P Zě1, an
input distribution Px P λx is said to be obliviously CP-L-symmetrizable (or L-symmetrizable for short) if for
every Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL P CPbLpPxq and every its CP-decomposition Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL “
“
PuPx|u
‰bL where Pu P ∆pUq, Px|u P
∆pX |Uq, there is a symmetrizing distribution Us|u,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL P Uobli,L-symm such that
Ps “
”
PuP
bL
x|uUs|u,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL
ı
s
P λs, (3)
or equivalently, for each i P rβs, the “jamming cost” does not exceed the i-th constraint, i.e.,
costipPu,xrLs , Us|u,xrLsq “ costippPu, Px|uq, Us|u,xrLsq :“
ÿ
pu,xrLs,sqPUˆXLˆS
Pu,xrLspu, xrLsqUs|u,xrLsps|u, xrLsqBipsq ď Λi.
(4)
For an input distribution Px P λx, define the oblivious Px-CP-symmetrizability (or Px-symmetrizability for short)
of Aobli as
LC˚PpPxq :“ max tL P Zě1 : Px is obliviously CP-L-symmetrizableu .
Define the oblivious CP-symmetrizability of Aobli as LC˚P :“ minPxPλx LC˚PpPxq.
Remark 8. With slight abuse of terminology, we interchangeably call pPu, Px|uq a CP-decomposition. We at times
call Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL P CPbLpPxq L-symmetrizable if for every CP-decomposition pPu, Px|uq, Equation (3) or Equation (4)
holds for some Us|u,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL P Uobli,L-symm. Also, we may call pPu, Px|uq P ∆pUq ˆ∆pX |Uq L-symmetrizable if
Equation (3) or Equation (4) holds for some Us|u,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL P Uobli,L-symm.
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Remark 9. In the absence of constraints, Definition 14 collapses to Hughes’s [Hug97] notion of list-symmetrizability.
When L “ 1, Definition 14 collapses to Csisza´r–Narayan’s [CN88b] notion of symmetrizability. See Section XII-A
for more details on this reduction. However, Definition 14 does not specialize to either the strong or weak list-
symmetrizability (denoted by Ls˚trong and Lw˚eak, respectively) due to Sarwate and Gastpar [SG12]. See below
(Definition 15 and Definition 16) for the definition of Ls˚trong, Lw˚eak and see Section VIII-A for a proper comparison
of LC˚P, Ls˚trong and Lw˚eak. In fact, one can find examples of oblivious AVCs for which the values of Ls˚trong, LC˚P
and Lw˚eak are strictly different. We will do this by developing a machinery that we call canonical constructions
of oblivious channels. Taking proper canonical constructions allows us to show that there are channels for which
Ls˚trong ă LC˚P and there are channels for which LC˚P ă Lw˚eak. These constructions and their analysis will be
presented in Section XIII.
In [SG12], the authors defined two notions of list-symmetrizability, known as the strong and weak list-symmetrizability.
They were used for giving outer and inner bounds, respectively, on the L-list-decoding capacity of oblivious
AVCs. Their definitions read as follows. Weak symmetrizability of an input distribution Px replaces the quantifier
“@Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL P CPbLpPxq” by a fixed distribution PbLx . Strong symmetrizability instead replaces that by all Px-
self-couplings, i.e., the quantifier becomes “@Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL P J bLpPxq”. Apparently, for any L P Zě1, if Px is strongly
L-symmetrizable, then it is CP-L-symmetrizable; if Px is CP-L-symmetrizable, then it is weakly L-symmetrizable.
The notions of Ls˚trong and Lw˚eak are defined in the same way. We have the obvious relation Ls˚trong ď LC˚P ď Lw˚eak.
We state below the formal definitions of strong and weak list-symmetrizability for completeness.
Definition 15 (Strong symmetrizability). Fix an oblivious AVC Aobli “ pX ,S,Y, λx, λs,Wy|x,sq. For L P Zě1, an
input distribution Px P λx is said to be obliviously strongly L-symmetrizable if for every PxrLs P J bLpPxq, there is
a symmetrizing distribution Us|xrLs P Uobli,L-symm10 such that
“
PxrLsUs|xrLs
‰
s
P λs. The oblivious strong symmetriz-
ability of Aobli is defined as Ls˚trong :“ minPxPλx max tL P Zě1 : Px is obliviously strongly L-symmetrizableu.
Definition 16 (Weak symmetrizability). Fix an oblivious AVC Aobli “ pX ,S,Y, λx, λs,Wy|x,sq. For L P Zě1, an
input distribution Px P λx is said to be obliviously weakly L-symmetrizable if there is a symmetrizing distribution
Us|xrLs P Uobli,L-symm such that
“
PbLx Us|xrLs
‰
s
P λs. The oblivious weak symmetrizability of Aobli is defined as
Lw˚eak :“ min
PxPλx
max tL P Zě1 : Px is obliviously weakly L-symmetrizableu .
VIII. OUR RESULTS
In this section, we give formal statements of our results and compare them in details with the closely related
work by Sarwate and Gastpar [SG12].
Definition 17 (Capacity expression). Let Aobli “ pX ,S,Y, λx, λs,Wy|x,sq be an oblivious AVC. Let L ě 1 be a
certain list-size. Define
CL “ max
PxPλx : Px non-L-symmetrizable
min
Us|uP∆pS|Uq : rPuUs|ussPλs
Ipx;y|uq. (5)
Here the maximization is taken over all feasible input distributions Px that are non-L-symmetrizable. By Def-
inition 14, each such Px induces at least one non-L-symmetrizable CP-distribution Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL . By Definition 13,
each non-L-symmetrizable CP-distribution Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL further induces a non-L-symmetrizable pair pPx, Px|uq through
Equation (2). Therefore for each Px P λx, the maximization is also implicitly taken over non-L-symmetrizable CP-
distributions Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL and a pair pPx, Px|uq induced by a non-L-symmetrizable CP-decomposition of Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL .
In the minimization, the distribution Pu is the one given by the non-L-symmetrizable CP-decomposition in the
maximization. The mutual information is evaluated using the joint distribution
Pu,x,y “
“
PuPx|uUs|uWy|x,s
‰
u,x,y
,
where pPu, Px|uq is the CP-decomposition in the maximization.
10Here and later in Definition 16, since there is no CP-distributions, the time-sharing variable u is absent. Hence the definition of
Uobli,L-symm should be slightly changed to be the set of distributions Us|xrLs P ∆pS|XLq satisfying a certain system of identities.
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Remark 10. Note that the minimization is over distributions of the form Us|u such that the jamming distribution
Ps satisfies the state constraints. Operationally, this corresponds to James jamming the channel using a noise
sequence s sampled from Ubns|u . Intuitively, given the definition of L-symmetrizability (Definition 14), it might
seem more natural to let James minimize the mutual information over distributions of the form Us|u,xrLs such
that
“
PuP
bL
x Us|u,xrLs
‰
s
P λs. Operationally, this corresponds to James first sampling a list pxi1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xiLq of L
codewords from the codebook and then sampling the noise sequence s from Us|xi1 ,¨¨¨ ,xiL . However, somewhat
counterintuitively, we show in Section XII-C that the value of the resulting capacity expression under such a
minimization is no smaller than Equation (5). That is, this seemingly more natural jamming strategy does not
give a better converse bound. Hence, for the purpose of upper bounding the value of the capacity (whenever it is
positive), we may restrict James to the less general type of jamming distributions Us|u. To avoid confusion, we
stress that: when James would like to test the positivity of the capacity, he does employ jamming distributions of
Us|u,xrLs kind. Indeed, this is basically the CP-symmetrization attack that will be described and (partly) analyzed
in Section IX.
The main results of this paper read as follows.
Theorem 11 (List-decoding capacity of general oblivious AVCs). Let Aobli “ pX ,S,Y, λx, λs,Wy|x,sq be an
oblivious AVC. Let L P Zě1 be the list-size. Let CLpAobliq denote the L-list-decoding capacity of Aobli. Conditioned
on Conjecture 21, we have the following capacity results. If L ą LC˚P, then CLpAobliq “ CL where LC˚P and CL
were defined in Definition 14 and Definition 17, respectively. If L ď LC˚P, then CLpAobliq “ 0.
More specifically, we prove the following three theorems.
Theorem 12 (Converse: CP-symmetrization). Fix an oblivious AVC Aobli “ pX ,S,Y, λx, λs,Wy|x,sq and a list-size
L P Zě1. If L ď LC˚P, then CLpAobliq “ 0. That is, there is a jamming strategy and a constant c1 ą 0 such that
under this jamming strategy, any code C satisfying input constraints of rate RpCq ą 0 has average probability of
error Pe,avgpCq ě c1.
Proof. See Section IX.
Theorem 13 (Achievability). Fix an oblivious AVC Aobli “ pX ,S,Y, λx, λs,Wy|x,sq and a list-size L P Zě1. If
L ą LC˚P, then CLpAobliq ě CL where CL was defined in Equation (5). That is, for any δ ą 0, there is a distribution
over input-feasible codes of rate R ď CL´ δ such that, with high probability, a random code C sampled from this
ensemble has average probability of error Pe,avgpCq “ op1q.
Proof. See Section X.
Theorem 14 (Converse: capacity upper bound). Fix an oblivious AVC Aobli “ pX ,S,Y, λx, λs,Wy|x,sq and a
list-size L P Zě1. If L ą LC˚P, then conditioned on Conjecture 21, CLpAobliq ě CL where CL was defined
in Equation (5). That is, for any δ ą 0, there is a jamming strategy and a constant c2 ą 0 such that under
this jamming strategy, any code C satisfying input constraints of rate RpCq ě CL ` δ has average probability
Pe,avgpCq ě c2.
Proof. See Section XI.
A. Comparison of our results with [SG12]
Using the notions of strong (Definition 15) and weak (Definition 16) symmetrizability mentioned in Section VII,
Sarwate and Gastpar [SG12] proved upper and lower bounds, respectively, on the L-list-decoding capacity. Their
upper and lower bounds read as follows:qCL :“ max
PxPλx :
Px non-strongly-L-symmetrizable
min
UsPλs
Ipx;yq,
pCL :“ max
PxPλx :
Px non-weakly-L-symmetrizable
min
UsPλs
Ipx;yq,
where the mutual information terms are evaluated according to Px,y “
“
PxUsWy|x,s
‰
x,y
.
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Theorem 15. Let Aobli be an oblivious AVC. Let L P Zě1 be the list-size. Then the L-list-decoding capacity
CLpAobliq of Aobli satisfies the following.
1) If L ď Ls˚trong, then CLpAobliq “ 0.
2) If L ą Ls˚trong, then CLpAobliq ď qCL.
3) If L ą Lw˚eak, then CLpAobliq ě pCL.
It was open before this work whether positive rate is achievable for Ls˚trong ă L ď Lw˚eak.
A visual comparison of our results with those in [SG12] is shown in Figure 4. More specifically, comparisons of
Fig. 4: A visual comparison of results in this paper with those in [SG12].
achievability, symmetrization converse and capacity upper bounds are shown in Figure 5a, Figure 5b and Figure 5c,
respectively.
For L in different ranges, we align our results with [SG12]’s for the readers’ convenience.
1) When L ď Ls˚trong, our result reconciliates with [SG12]’s both of which claim that CLpAobliq “ 0.
2) When Ls˚trong ă L ď LC˚P, our symmetrization result claims that CLpAobliq “ 0, improving on [SG12]’s upper
bound qCL.
3) When L ą LC˚P, our upper bound (conditioned on Conjecture 21) CL improves on qCL. Indeed,
Ipx;y|uq “Hpy|uq ´Hpy|x,uq
“Hpy|uq ´Hpy|xq (6)
ďHpyq ´Hpy|xq (7)
“Ipx;yq. (8)
Equation (6) follows since uØ xØ y forms a Markov chain. Equation (7) follows from conditioning reduces
entropy (Lemma 8).
4) In the range where LC˚P ă L ď Lw˚eak, we provide an achievability result whereas there was none in [SG12].
In particular, our result indicates that the capacity is positive in this regime which was open before this work.
5) When L ą Lw˚eak, by Equation (8), it seems that our lower bound is no better than that by Sarwate and
Gastpar [SG12]. However, in this regime, these two bounds in fact coincide. To see this, note that, by non-
weak-L-symmetrizability, there is an input distribution Px P λx such that PbLx is not L-symmetrizable.
Therefore we could simply take U “ t0u and take u “ 0 to be a constant time-sharing variable. Consequently,
Pu,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL “ PbLx and Ipx;y|uq “ Ipx;yq.
For the same reason, our (conditional) upper bound CL does not contradict the lower bound pCL in [SG12].
In summary, the effect of complete positivity is two-fold.
1) The introduction of the notion of CP-symmetrizability moves the critical L˚ (which we show equals LC˚P)
above which the L-list-decoding capacity is positive and at most which the L-list-decoding capacity is zero.
2) The complete positivity of the spoofing list reduces the value of the list-decoding capacity expression in the
manner of conditioning on a time-sharing variable.
IX. CP-SYMMETRIZATION: AN IMPROVED JAMMING STRATEGY
We want to show that given L, if every Px P λx is L-obliviously symmetrizable11, then no positive rate can be
achieved. That is, any positive rate code C Ď X n cannot be L-list-decodable for Aobli. To this end, we will equip
11This is equivalent to the condition L ď L˚CP.
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(a) Comparison of achievability results.
(b) Comparison of capacity upper bounds.
(c) Comparison of symmetrization results.
Fig. 5: Comparisons of achievability, symmetrization converse and capacity upper bounds in this work and [SG12].
James with a jamming strategy and argue that under such a strategy the average probability of Bob’s decoding
error is at least some constant (independent of the blocklength n). To describe the jamming strategy, we need the
following definitions, observations and lemmas.
Suppose that Alice uses a (deterministic) codebook C. Let M :“ |C|. Take a λ-net N1 of ∆pX q of size N1 “
N1pλ, |X |q. Take the largest subcode C1 Ă C which is pλ, pPxq-constant-composition for some pPx P N1. Let
M 1 :“ |C1|. Note that M 1 ěM{N1.
Assume C “ txiuMi“1 and C1 “
 
xj
(M 1
j“1. Define
ΓL “ΓbLpCq :“
!
τxi1 ,¨¨¨ ,xiL : 1 ď i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă iL ďM
)
,
Γ1L “ΓbLpC1q :“
!
τxj1 ,¨¨¨ ,xjL : 1 ď j1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jL ďM 1
)
.
Theorem 16 (Robust generalized Plotkin, [ZBJ20]). Let pPx P ∆pX q and let λ ą 0 be a constant. Any pλ, pPxq-
constant-composition code C Ď X n satisfying
d
´
ΓbLpCq,CPbLp pPxq¯ ą ε, (9)
for some constant ε " λ, has size at most K “ Kpλ, ε, L, |X |q (independent of n).
The above theorem which allows the code to be approximately constant-composition is in fact a slight extension
to [ZBJ20]. The proof is similar and we only highlight the differences in Appendix A.
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Theorem 17 (Hypergraph Tura´n). If an L-uniform hypergraph HpLq on M vertices contains as subgraphs no
complete L-uniform hypergraphs KpLqK on K vertices, then the edge density of HpLq is at most
epHpLqq`
M
L
˘ ď1´ 1`
K
L
˘ ,
where epHpLqq denotes the number of hyperedges in HpLq.
Remark 11. In [DC83], the author proved a stronger bound
epHpLqq`
M
L
˘ ď1´ 1`
K´1
L´1
˘ .
However, the simple bound in Theorem 17 suffices for the purposes of this paper. The readers are encouraged to
refer to the survey by Keevash [Kee11] on hypergraph Tura´n problem.
Lemma 18 (CP-list extraction). Let pPx P ∆pX q. Fix constants λ ą 0 and ε " λ. For any pλ, pPxq-constant-
composition code C “ txiuMi“1 Ď X n, there exists a constant ν “ νpλ, ε, L, |X |q ą 0 (independent of n) such
that
1`
M
L
˘ ˇˇˇ!τxi1 ,¨¨¨ ,xiL : 1 ď i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă iL ďM, d´τxi1 ,¨¨¨ ,xiL ,CPbLp pPxq¯ ď ε)ˇˇˇ ě ν.
Proof. Let HC be a hypergraph consisting of all codewords in C as vertices. An L-tuple of codewords xi1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , xiL
(1 ď i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă iL ďM ) is connected by a hyperedge if d
´
τxi1 ,¨¨¨ ,xiL ,CP
bLp pPxq¯ ą ε. Then by Plotkin bound, no
subcode C1 “  xj(M 1j“1 Ă C of size larger than M 1 ą K “ K pλ, ε, L, |X |q satisfies d´τxj1 ,¨¨¨ ,xjL ,CPbLp pPxq¯ ą ε
for all 1 ď j1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jL ďM 1. Said differently, HC has no clique of size larger than K. Then by the hypergraph
Tura´n’s theorem (Theorem 17), the edge density of HC is at most 1´ ν ă 1, where ν “
`
K
L
˘´1
. That is, at least
a ν fraction of order-L joint types of C are ε-close to CPbLp pPxq. (See Figure 6.)
Fig. 6: Any sufficiently large code must contain many completely positive joint types.
For a subsetA Ď ∆ of a metric space p∆, distq, let pAqε denote its ε-enlargement, i.e., pAqε :“ ta P ∆: distpa,Aq ď εu.
In particular, a ball centered around a point a of radius ε can be denoted by paqε.
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Take an η-net N2 of
´
CPbLp pPxq¯
ε
X∆pXLq of size N2 :“ N2pε, η, L, |X |q. By Lemma 18, we know that the
fraction of order-L joint types of C1 that are ε-close to CPbLp pPxq is at least ν. By Markov’s inequality (Lemma 2),
there exists a distribution pPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL P N2 such that
ˇˇˇˇ
Γ1L X
´
CPbLp pPxq¯
ε
X
´ pPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL¯
η
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
Γ1L X
´
CPbLp pPxq¯
ε
ˇˇˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
$’’&’’%τxj1 ,¨¨¨ ,xjL :
1 ď j1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jL ďM 1,
d
´
τxj1 ,¨¨¨ ,xjL ,CP
bLp pPxq¯ ď ε
d
´
τxj1 ,¨¨¨ ,xjL ,
pPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL¯ ď η
,//.//-
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
#
τxj1 ,¨¨¨ ,xjL :
1 ď j1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jL ďM 1,
d
´
τxj1 ,¨¨¨ ,xjL ,CP
bLp pPxq¯ ď ε
+ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ě 1{N2.
(See. Figure 7.) That is
Fig. 7: Quantize the set of joint types and find an approximately equicoupled subcode.
ˇˇˇˇ
Γ1L X
´
CPbLp pPxq¯
ε
X
´ pPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL¯
η
ˇˇˇˇ
ě
ˇˇˇ
Γ1L X
´
CPbLp pPxq¯
ε
ˇˇˇ
{N2 ě |Γ
1
L| ν
N2
.
Note that ˇˇ
Γ1L
ˇˇ “ˆM 1
L
˙
ě
ˆ
M{N1
L
˙
, |ΓL| “
ˆ
M
L
˙
.
Therefore ˇˇˇˇ
Γ1L X
´
CPbLp pPxq¯
ε
X
´ pPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL¯
η
ˇˇˇˇ
|ΓL| ě
`
M{N1
L
˘
ν`
M
L
˘
N2
ě
ν
´
M{N1
L
¯L
N2
`
Me
L
˘L “ νN2pN1eqL “: c, (10)
which is at least a constant, denoted by c ą 0,
Note that pPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL P N2 Ă ´CPbLp pPxq¯
ε
X∆pXLq may not be exactly CP. We project it back to CPbLp pPxq
and get rPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL P CPbLp pPxq. That isrPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL :“ argmin
Px1,¨¨¨ ,xLPCPbLp pPxq d
´ pPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL , Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL¯ .
We automatically have
d
´ pPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL , rPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL¯ ď ε. (11)
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We are now ready to specify the jamming strategy James is going to use. Given a (deterministic) codebook C
(which is known to every party), assume x (which James does not know) was transmitted by Alice. James first
samples randomly L codewords x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xL from C.
Since L ď LC˚P, every Px P λx is L-symmetrizable. In particular, pPx P λx is also symmetrizable. SincerPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL constructed above is a completely positive pPx-self-coupling, for any CP-decomposition p rPu, rPx|uq ofrPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL , there is a symmetrizing distribution Us|u,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL P UL associated to p rPu, rPx|uq. James then sample
s „
” rPu rPbLx|uUs|u,x1,¨¨¨ ,xLıbns .
We then briefly sketch why the above strategy enforces the probability of Bob’s decoding error to be bounded
away from zero. The formal proof is relegated to Appendix B. Assume that for some positive constants δi ą 0
(1 ď i ď β),
costipp rPu, rPx|uq, Us|u,xrLsq “ ÿ
pu,xrLs,sqPUˆXLˆS
rPupuq rPbLx|u pxrLs|uqUs|u,xrLsps|u, xrLsqBipsq ď Λi ´ δi. (12)
By Equation (11), it can be shown thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
pu,xrLs,sqPUˆXLˆS
τu,xLpu, xrLsqUs|u,xrLsps|u, xrLsqBipsq
´
ÿ
pu,xrLs,sqPUˆXLˆS
rPupuq rPbLx|u pxrLs|uqUs|u,xrLsps|u, xrLsqBipsq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď gpη, εq.
Therefore
costipτu,xL , Us|u,xrLsq ďcostipp rPu, rPx|uq, Us|u,xrLsq ` gpη, εq ď Λi ´ δi ` gpη, εq ă Λi,
by choosing proper η and ε.
Over the randomness of Alice’s choice of x and James’s choice of x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xL, the joint type τx1,¨¨¨ ,xL is pη`εq-
close to rPxrLs with probability at least c, given x,x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xL are distinct (which is not case with probability only
1´M´1M M´2M ¨ ¨ ¨ M´LM – vanishingly small in n). Since James uses a symmetrizing distribution Us|u,xrLs tailored forrPxrLs , the channel is symmetrized under the aforementioned condition. Then from Bob’s perspective, any L-subset
of x,x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xL is equally likely and he could not distinguish them. Consequently, no matter which list-decoder
Bob uses, it makes an error with probability at least 1{L – no better than randomly output an L-subset of the
candidate pL ` 1q-list. The above intuition combined with the calculation in this section can be formalized using
arguments along the lines of [CN88b], [Hug97], [SG12]. See Appendix B for details.
X. ACHIEVABILITY
In this section, we prove Theorem 13. The proof is along the lines of [CN88b], [Hug97], [SG12].
Assume that L ą LC˚P. It suffices to take L “ LC˚P`1. By the definition of CP-symmetrizability (Definition 14),
there exists a feasible input distribution Px P λx, a CP Px-self-coupling Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL P CPbLpPxq and a CP-
decomposition pPu, Px|uq such that there is no symmetrizing distribution Us|u,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL P Uobli,L-symm satisfying
power constraint
”
PuP
bL
x|uUs|u,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL
ı
s
P λs.
Throughout the proof of achievability, fix any distributions Px P λx and Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL P CPbLpPxq satisfying the
above conditions. Let Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL “
řk
i“1 λiPbLxi for some k ě CP-rkpPx1,¨¨¨ ,xLq be any non-L-symmetrizable CP-
decomposition of Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL . We introduce a time-sharing variable u supported on rks with probability mass vector
Pu “ rλ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λks. By the construction of u, Pu has no zero atoms. The CP-decomposition can be alternatively
written as Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL “
”
PuP
bL
x|u
ı
x1,¨¨¨ ,xL
where Px|u“i “ Pxi for any i P rks.
Let U :“ rks. For a list of messages L “ ti1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , iLu , 1 ď i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă iL, we sometimes use vL to denote the
sequence of vectors vi1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , viL . Similar notation is used for random variables vL.
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A. Codebook design
Lemma 19 (Codeword selection). Fix any L P Zą0, ε ą 0, sufficiently large n P Zą0, M ě L2nε, u P Un of type
Pu P ∆pUq and conditional type Px|u P ∆pX |Uq. Let R “ 1n log ML . Then there exist codewords x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xM P X n,
each of joint type Pu,x “ PuPx|u with u, satisfying that for every x P X n, s P Sn, joint type Pu,x,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL,s P
∆pU ˆ X ˆ XL ˆ Sq and k P rLs,
1) if Ipx; s|uq ě ε, then
1
M
ˇˇ 
i P rM s : τu,xi,s “ Pu,x,s
(ˇˇ ď 2´nε{2; (13)
2) if Ipx;xk, s|uq ě rR´ Ipxk; s|uqs` ` ε, then
1
M
ˇˇˇ!
i P rM s : Dj P rM sz tiu , τu,xi,xj ,s “ Pu,x,xk,s
)ˇˇˇ
ď 2´nε{2; (14)
3) and ˇˇˇ!
j P rM s : τu,x,xj ,s “ Pu,x,xk,s
)ˇˇˇ
ď 2nprR´Ipxk;x,s|uqs``εq. (15)
Moreover, if R ă Ipxk; s|uq for all k P rLs, then x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xM can be selected to further satisfy that
2’) if Ipx;xrLs, s|uq ě ε, then
1
M
ˇˇˇˇ"
i P rM s : DL P
ˆrM sz tiu
L
˙
, τu,xi,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2´nε{2; (16)
3’) and ˇˇˇˇ"
L P
ˆrM s
L
˙
: τu,x,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2nε. (17)
B. Decoding rules
Define the set of joint distributions that η-approximately (w.r.t. KL-divergence) obey the channel structure:
Pη :“
 
Pu,x,s,y P ∆pU ˆ X ˆ S ˆ Yq : DpPu,x,s,y}PuPx|uPsWy|x,sq ď η, Ps P λs
(
. (18)
Given the codebook C “ txiuiPrMs, the time-sharing sequence u P Un and Bob’s observation y P Yn, the decoder
ψ outputs all messages i P rM s satisfying: there is a jamming vector s P Λs such that
1) τu,xi,s,y P Pη;
2) for all L1 “  xi1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , xiL( , 1 ď i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă iL ďM satisfying that
‚ there is a collection of jamming vectors
 
sj
(
jPrLs Ă Λs such that τu,xij ,sj ,y P Pη for each j P rLs,
it holds that Ipx,y;x1, . . . ,xL|u, sq ď η where the mutual information is evaluated w.r.t Pu,x,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL,s,y “
τu,xi,xi1 ,¨¨¨ ,xiL ,s,y.
The first step of the decoding rules can be viewed as a list-decoding step. Bob can use the typicality condition in
Item 1 to list-decode to a list L0 of at most Oppolypnqq messages. The second step can be viewed as a tournament.
Bob examines all pairs pL1,L2q Ď L0 ˆL0 of distinct L-lists of messages in the big list L0 and determines if L1
or L2 wins. If there is a unique champion in this competition, then the decoder outputs that list.
It is clear that the correct message i will be output with high probability. We also need to argue that such a
decoder is a valid list-decoder such that |ψpyq| ď L for any channel output y P Yn.
C. Unambiguity of decoding rules
Lemma 20. There is no joint distribution Pu,xrL`1s,srL`1s,y that simultaneously satisfies
Pu,xi “ Pu,x, Pu,xi,si,y P Pη, Ipxi,y;xrL`1sztiu|u, siq ď η, (19)
for all i P rL` 1s.
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D. Analysis of average error probability
Fix a non-L-symmetrizable Px and a corresponding Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL P CPbLpPxq which induces Pu and Px|u. For each
j P rβs, define the minimum power that James has to spend to symmetrize the channel,
Λj˚ pPu, Px|uq :“ min
Us|u,xrLsPUobli,L-symm
ÿ
pu,xrLs,sqPUˆXLˆS
PupuqPbLx|u pxrLs|uqUs|u,xrLsps|u, xrLsqBjpsq.
By non-L-symmetrizability, we know that there must exist a j P rβs such that Λj˚ pPu, Px|uq ą Λj . Focus on that
j from now on. Fix an arbitrary s P Λs.
Define the set of bad messages
Mpuq :“tm P rM s : Ipx; s|uq ą εu , (20)
where the mutual information is evaluated w.r.t. the joint distribution Pu,x,s “ τu,xm,s.
According to the definition of the list-decoder (Section X-B), for any fixed s P Λs, a list-decoding error occurs
only if: codeword xi corresponding to message i was sent by Alice and y was received by Bob, but
1) either pu, xi, s, yq are not jointly typical in the sense that τu,xi,s,y R Pη;
2) or a spoofing list of size L that does not contain message i confuses Bob, i.e., there is an L-list L1 P `rMsztiuL ˘
such that the joint type Pu,xi,xL1 ,s,y P ∆pnqpU ˆ XL`1 ˆ S ˆ Yq of the tuple pu, xi, xL1 , s, yq satisfies the
following conditions:
a) pu, xi, s, yq are jointly typical: Pu,xi,s,y P Pη;
b) each codeword corresponding to a candidate message i1 in the competing list L1 is also typical: for each
i1 P L1, there exists an si1 P Λs such that pu, xi1 , si1 , yq has type Pu,xi1 ,si1 ,y P Pη;
c) and finally Ipxi,y;xL1 |u, sq ą η.
Motivated by the above conditions, we define the set of bad distributions
D :“
$&%Pu,x,xrLs,s,y P ∆pU ˆ X ˆ XL ˆ S ˆ Yq :
Pu,x,s,y P Pη
@i P L, Dsi, Pu,xi,si,y P Pη
Ipx,y;xrLs|u, sq ą η
,.- . (21)
The average error probability under s is
Pe,avgpsq “ 1
M
ÿ
mPrMs
Pepm, sq ď 1
M
ÿ
mPMpuq
Pepm, sq ` 1
M
ÿ
mPrMszMpuq
Pepm, sq
ď 1
M
|tm P rM s : Ipx; s|uq ą εu| (22)
` 1
M
ÿ
mPrMszMpuq
ÿ
yPYn : τu,xm,s,yRPη
W
`
y
ˇˇ
xm, s
˘
(23)
` 1
M
ÿ
mPrMszMpuq
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPD
Pepm, s, τu,x,xrLs,s,yq, (24)
where
Pepm, s, τu,x,xrLs,s,yq :“
ÿ
yPYn : DL1PprMsztmuL q, τu,xm,xL1 ,s,y“τu,x,xrLs,s,y
W
`
y
ˇˇ
xm, s
˘
.
By Equation (13), Term (22) is at most
1
M
|tm P rM s : Ipx; s|uq ą εu| “ 1
M
ÿ
τu,x,sP∆pnqpUˆXˆSq :
τu,x“PuPx|u,τs“τs
ˇˇ 
m P rM s : τu,xm,s “ Pu,x,s
(ˇˇ
1tIpx; s|uq ą εu ¨ď 2´nε{2.
By Sanov’s theorem (Lemma 4), Term (23) is dot less than
sup
Pu,x,s,yRPη : Ipx;s|uqąε
2´nDpPu,x,s,y}Pu,x,sWy|x,sq “ sup
Pu,x,s,yRPη : Ipx;s|uqąε
2´npDpPu,x,s,y}PuPx|uPsWy|x,sq´Ipx;s|uqq ď 2´npη´εq.
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The inequality follows from the definition of Pη (Equation (18)) and the condition Ipx; s|uq ą ε.
In what follows, we focus on Term (24). We further define the following sets of distributions,
D1 :“
"
Pu,x,xrLs,s,y P ∆pU ˆ X ˆ XL ˆ S ˆ Yq : R ă min
iPrLs
Ipxi; s|uq
*
, (25)
D2 :“
 
Pu,x,xrLs,s,y P ∆pU ˆ X ˆ XL ˆ S ˆ Yq : Ipx;xrLs, s|uq ą ε
(
. (26)
Now Term (24) can be decomposed as
1
M
ÿ
mPrMszMpuq
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXD1XD2
Pepm, s, τu,x,xrLs,s,yq (27)
` 1
M
ÿ
mPrMszMpuq
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXD1XDc2
Pepm, s, τu,x,xrLs,s,yq (28)
` 1
M
ÿ
mPrMszMpuq
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXDc1
Pepm, s, τu,x,xrLs,s,yq. (29)
Term (27) can be bounded as follows
1
M
ÿ
mPrMszMpuq
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXD1XD2
ÿ
yPYn
W
`
y
ˇˇ
xm, s
˘
1
"
DL1 P
ˆrM sz tmu
L
˙
, τu,xm,xL1 ,s,y “ τu,x,xrLs,s,y
*
ď 1
M
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPD1XD2
ÿ
mPrMs
ÿ
yPYn
W
`
y
ˇˇ
xm, s
˘
1
"
DL1 P
ˆrM sz tmu
L
˙
, τu,xm,xL1 ,s “ τu,x,xrLs,s
*
“ 1
M
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPD1XD2
ÿ
mPrMs
1
"
DL1 P
ˆrM sz tmu
L
˙
, τu,xm,xL1 ,s “ τu,x,xrLs,s
*
ď 1
M
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPD1XD2
ˇˇˇˇ"
m P rM s : DL1 P
ˆrM sz tmu
L
˙
, τu,xm,xL1 ,s “ τu,x,xrLs,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
¨ď2´nε{2. (30)
Inequality (30) follows from Equation (16).
Term (28) can be bounded as follows.
1
M
ÿ
mPrMszMpuq
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXD1XDc2
ÿ
yPYn
W
`
y
ˇˇ
xm, s
˘
1
"
DL1 P
ˆrM sz tmu
L
˙
, τu,xm,xL1 ,s,y “ τu,x,xrLs,s,y
*
ď 1
M
ÿ
mPrMs
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXD1XDc2
ÿ
L1PprMsztmuL q : τu,xm,xL1 ,s“τu,x,xrLs,s
ÿ
yPYn
W
`
y
ˇˇ
xm, s
˘
1
!
τu,xm,xL1 ,s,y “ τu,x,xrLs,s,y
)
ď 1
M
ÿ
mPrMs
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXD1XDc2
ˇˇˇˇ"
L1 P
ˆrM sz tmu
L
˙
: τu,xm,xL1 ,s “ τu,x,xrLs,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
2
´nD
´
Pu,x,xrLs,s,y
›››Pu,x,xrLs,sWy|x,s¯
(31)
ď 1
M
ÿ
mPrMs
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXD1XDc2
ˇˇˇˇ"
L1 P
ˆrM s
L
˙
: τu,xm,xL1 ,s “ τu,x,xrLs,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
2
´nD
´
Pu,x,xrLs,s,y
›››Pu,x,xrLs,sWy|x,s¯
ď
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXD1XDc2
2nε2´nIpy;u,xrLs|x,sq (32)
“
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXD1XDc2
2nε2´npIpy;u|x,sq`Ipy;xrLs|u,x,sqq
ď
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXD1XDc2
2nε2´npIpx,y;xrLs|s,uq´Ipx;xrLs|u,sqq
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ď
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXD1XDc2
2nε2´npIpx,y;xrLs|s,uq´pIpx;xrLs,s|uq´Ipx;s|uqqq
ď
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXD1XDc2
2nε2´npIpx,y;xrLs|s,uq´Ipx;xrLs,s|uqq
¨ď2nε2´npη´εq “ 2´npη´2εq. (33)
Inequality (31) is by Sanov’s theorem (Lemma 4). Inequality (32) is by Equation (17) given τu,x,xrLs,s,y P D1 (see
Equation (25)). Inequality (33) is by the definition of D (Equation (21)) and D2 (Equation (26)).
We now turn to the last term Term (29). For each τu,x,xrLs,s,y P Dc1, there must be an iτ P rLs such that
R ą Ipxiτ ; s|uq. Define
D3 :“
!
τu,x,xrLs,s,y P ∆pnqpU ˆ X ˆ XL ˆ S ˆ Yq : Ipx;xiτ , s|uq ´ rR´ Ipxiτ ; s|uqs` ě ε
)
.
Term (29) is at most
1
M
ÿ
mPrMszMpuq
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXDc1
ÿ
yPYn
W
`
y
ˇˇ
xm, s
˘
1
"
DL1 P
ˆrM sz tmu
L
˙
, τu,xm,xL1 ,s,y “ τu,x,xrLs,s,y
*
ď 1
M
ÿ
mPrMszMpuq
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXDc1
ÿ
yPYn
W
`
y
ˇˇ
xm, s
˘
1
!
Dm1 P rM sz tmu , τu,xm,xm1 ,s,y “ τu,x,xiτ ,s,y
)
ď 1
M
ÿ
mPrMszMpuq
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXDc1XD3
ÿ
yPYn
W
`
y
ˇˇ
xm, s
˘
1
!
Dm1 P rM sz tmu , τu,xm,xm1 ,s,y “ τu,x,xiτ ,s,y
)
(34)
` 1
M
ÿ
mPrMszMpuq
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXDc1XDc3
ÿ
yPYn
W
`
y
ˇˇ
xm, s
˘
1
!
Dm1 P rM sz tmu , τu,xm,xm1 ,s,y “ τu,x,xiτ ,s,y
)
. (35)
Term (34) is at most
1
M
ÿ
mPrMszMpuq
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXDc1XD3
ÿ
yPYn
W
`
y
ˇˇ
xm, s
˘
1
 Dm1 P rM sz tmu , τu,xm,xm1 ,s “ τu,x,xiτ ,s(
ď 1
M
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXDc1XD3
ÿ
mPrMs
1
 Dm1 P rM sz tmu , τu,xm,xm1 ,s “ τu,x,xiτ ,s(
“ 1
M
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXDc1XD3
ˇˇ 
m P rM s : Dm1 P rM sz tmu , τu,xm,xm1 ,s “ τu,x,xiτ ,s
(ˇˇ
¨ď2´nε{2, (36)
where Inequality (36) follows from Equation (14).
Term (35) is at most
1
M
ÿ
mPrMszMpuq
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXDc1XDc3
ÿ
m1PrMsztmu : τu,xm,xm1 ,s“τu,x,xiτ ,s
ÿ
yPYn
W
`
y
ˇˇ
xm, s
˘
1
!
τu,xm,xm1 ,s,y “ τu,x,xiτ ,s,y
)
ď 1
M
ÿ
mPrMs
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXDc1XDc3
ÿ
m1PrMs : τu,xm,xm1 ,s“τu,x,xiτ ,s
2´nIpy;xiτ |u,x,sq
“ 1
M
ÿ
mPrMs
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXDc1XDc3
ˇˇ 
m1 P rM s : τu,xm,xm1 ,s “ τu,x,xiτ ,s
(ˇˇ
2´nIpy;xiτ |u,x,sq
ď
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXDc1XDc3
2nprR´Ipxiτ ;x,s|uqs``εq2´nIpy;xiτ |u,x,sq. (37)
Inequality (37) follows from Equation (15).
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Since τu,x,xrLs,s,y P Dc1 XDc3,
ε ąIpx;xiτ , s|uq ´ rR´ Ipxiτ ; s|uqs` “ Ipx;xiτ , s|uq ´ pR´ Ipxiτ ; s|uqq .
Hence
R ą Ipx;xiτ , s|uq ` Ipxiτ ; s|uq ´ ε “ Ipx;xiτ |u, sq ` Ipx; s|uq ` Ipxiτ ; s|uq ´ ε ě Ipxiτ ;x, s|uq ´ ε.
ùñ R´ Ipxiτ ;x, s|uq ` ε ą 0.
Consequently,
rR´ Ipxiτ ;x, s|uqs` “
#
0, R ă Ipxiτ ;x, s|uq
R´ Ipxiτ ;x, s|uq, R ě Ipxiτ ;x, s|uq
ď
#
R´ Ipxiτ ;x, s|uq ` ε, R ă Ipxiτ ;x, s|uq
R´ Ipxiτ ;x, s|uq, R ě Ipxiτ ;x, s|uq
ďR´ Ipxiτ ;x, s|uq ` ε. (38)
Substituting Inequality (38) to Inequality (37), we continue the calculation.ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXDc1XDc3
2nprR´Ipxiτ ;x,s|uqs``εq´nIpy;xiτ |u,x,sq ď
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXDc1XDc3
2npR´Ipxiτ ;x,s|uq`2εq´nIpy;xiτ |u,x,sq
“
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXDc1XDc3
2´nIpxiτ ;x,s,y|uq`nR`2nε
“
ÿ
τu,x,xrLs,s,yPDXDc1XDc3
2´npIpxiτ ;y|uq´R´2εq (39)
XI. CONVERSE: CAPACITY UPPER BOUND
In this section, we prove Theorem 14.
Fix any constant δ ą 0. Fix any code C of rate CLpAobliq ` δ. Let M :“ |C|. Without loss of generality
(Lemma 7), assume that C is pλ, pPxq-constant-composition for some constant λ ą 0 to be determined later and for
some distribution Px P ∆pX q.
By Lemma 18, there exists a constant ν ą 0 such that a ν fraction of types τxL of ordered L-lists xL, where
L P `rMsL ˘, are ε-close to CPbLp pPxq. By quantizing ´CPbLp pPxq¯ε X∆pXLq, there is a smaller positive constant
0 ă c ď ν such that a c fraction of types of ordered L-lists in C are η-close to pPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL for some pPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL P´
CPbLp pPxq¯
ε
X∆pXLq. Projecting pPx1,¨¨¨ ,x back to CPbLp pPxq, we finally get a c fraction of order-L types in C
that are pη ` εq-close to rPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL for some rPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL P CPbLp pPxq.
Conjecture 21. Let C Ď X n be any pλ, pPxq-constant-composition code of size M where M ě |X |nR for some
constant R P p0, 1s. Let L P Zě1. We know from the above argument that for any sufficiently small constant ε ą 0,
there must exist a constant c ą 0 and a distribution rPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL P CPbLp pPxq such that a c fraction of τxL (L P `rMsL ˘)
satisfy d
´
τxL ,
rPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL¯ ď ε. Assume that the CP-distribution can be decomposed as rPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL “ ” rPu rPx|uı
x1,¨¨¨ ,xL
for some k P Zě1, Pu P ∆pUq (U “ rks) and Px|u P ∆pX |Uq. It is conjectured that for any sufficiently small
constant γ ą 0, there exist a constant µ ą 0, a subcode C1 Ă C of size |C1| “ M 1 ě µM and a universal
time-sharing sequence u P Un for C1 such that d
´
τu,x, rPu rPx|u¯ ď γ for every x P C1.
A. James’s jamming strategy
Let C “ txiuiPrMs be a pλ, pPxq-constant-composition code of size M . Let δL, γ be positive constants to be
determined later.
1) Construct a δL-net NL of CPbLp pPxq.
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2) Draw all types τxL (L P
`rMs
L
˘
) on the space ∆pXLq. (Note that the types may not fall within CPbLp pPxq.)
Find the Voronoi cell induced by NL that contains the largest number of types of ordered L-tuples in C. LetrPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL denote the representative of that cell. Let p rPu, rPx|uq be a CP-decomposition of rPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL . Let C1 Ď C
denote the set of all codewords in the Voronoi cell corresponding to rPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL .
3) Find the largest subsubcode C2 Ď C1 such that there is a sequence u P Un satisfying d
´
τu,x, rPu, rPx|u¯ ď γ
for all x P C2.
4) Sample s P Sn according to the following distribution
s „
nź
j“1
Us|u“upjq “: Us|u. (40)
B. Analysis of average error probability
Let ψ : Yn Ñ rM s be the L-list-decoder equipped with C. By Definition 2, |ψpyq| ď L for any y P Yn. Using
Definition 3, we compute the expected average error probability over the random jamming sequence generation
defined by Equation (40).
E
s„Us|u
rPe,avgpsqs “ 1
M
ÿ
iPrMs
E
s„Us|u
rPepi, sqs
“ 1
M
ÿ
iPrMs
ÿ
yPYn : ψpyqSi
E
s„Us|u
”
Wbny|x,spy|xi, sq
ı
“ 1
M
ÿ
iPrMs
ÿ
yPYn : ψpyqSi
nź
j“1
E
spjq„Us|u“upjq
“
Wy|x,spypjq|xipjq, spjqq
‰
. (41)
We observe that Equation (41) can be viewed as the average error probability of a time-varying channel ĂWy|x,u
defined according toĂWy|x,upy|x, uq :“ E
s„Us|u“u
“
Wy|x,spy|x, sq
‰ “ ÿ
sPS
Us|ups|uqWy|x,spy|x, sq,
for all y P Y, x P X , u P U . Under this definition, Equation (41) can be written as
Equation (41) “ 1
M
ÿ
iPrMs
ÿ
yPYn : ψpyqSi
nź
j“1
ĂWy|x,upypjq|xipjq, upjqq
“ 1
M
ÿ
iPrMs
ÿ
yPYn : ψpyqSi
ĂWbny|x,upy|xi, uq “ rPe,avgpCq, (42)
where rPe,avg is the average error probability of C used over ĂWbny|x,u. To apply strong converse for fading channels
with approximate constant-composition codes and list-decoding, we massage Equation (42) as follows.
Equation (42) ě 1
M
ÿ
iPrMs : xiPC2
ÿ
yPYn : ψpyqSi
ĂWbny|x,upy|xi, uq
ě 1
M
ÿ
iPrMs : xiPC2
ÿ
yPYn : ψ2optpyqSi
ĂWbny|x,upy|xi, uq (43)
“M
2
M
1
M2
ÿ
iPrMs : xiPC2
ÿ
yPYn : ψ2optpyqSi
ĂWbny|x,upy|xi, uq, (44)
where in Equation (44), |C2| is denoted by M2 and in Equation (43) we use ψ2opt : Yn Ñ
`rM2s
ďL
˘
to denote the
optimal L-list-decoder for C2 used over ĂWbny|x,u.
By Equation (10), M 1{M ě c. By Conjecture 21, M2{M 1 ě µ. Therefore we have
M2
M
“M
1
M
M2
M 1 ě cµ ą 0, (45)
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which is a positive constant. Note that
rPe,avgpC2q :“ 1
M2
ÿ
iPrMs : xiPC2
ÿ
yPYn : ψ2optpyqSi
ĂWbny|x,upy|xi, uq
is the average error probability of C2 used over ĂWbny|x,u under the optimal L-list-decoder. We are going to apply
the strong converse bound on rPe,avgpC2q. To this end, first recall the capacity of fading channels.
Theorem 22 (Capacity of fading DMCs, Chap. 23 [EGK11]). Let Wy|x,u be a fading channel with fast block
fading according to a fixed sequence u P Un (where |U | is a constant) of type Pu.12 The capacity of Wy|x,u is
given by
CpWy|x,uq “ max
Px|uP∆pX |Uq
Ipx;y|uq, (46)
where the mutual information is evaluated according to PuPx|uWy|x,u.
The strong converse result for fading channels under list-decoding with approximate constant-composition codes
follows from standard techniques. We state the result below and prove it in Appendix E.
Theorem 23 (Strong converse for fading DMCs with approximate constant-composition codes and list-decoding).
Let Wy|x,u be a fading DMC with fast fading according to a sequence u P Un of type Pu P ∆pUq where |U | is
a constant. Fix any constants δ ą 0 and 0 ă λ ! δ. Let Px|u P ∆pX |Uq. For any list-size L P Zě1 and any
pλ, u, Px|uq-constant-composition code C of rate R “ 1n log |C|L ě CpWy|x,uq ` δ (where CpWy|x,uq is defined in
Equation (46)), the average error probability of C used over Wbny|x,u is approaching 1. More precisely
Pe,avgpCq ě 1´ 2´nfpδ,λq, (47)
for some function fpδ, λq ą 0 satisfying fpδ, λq δ,λÑ0ÝÝÝÝÑ 0.
By Theorem 23, rPe,avgpC2q ě 1´ 2´nfpδ,λq. (48)
Finally, plugging Equation (45) and Equation (48) into Equation (44), we get
E
s„Us|u
rPe,avgpsqs ěcµp1´ 2´nfpδ,λqq nÑ8ÝÝÝÑ cµ ą 0,
which completes the error analysis.
C. A subcode extraction procedure towards Conjecture 21
Towards a tight capacity characterization, we propose a natural subcode extraction procedure. However, we do
not know how to prove that it gives rise to a matching capacity upper bound. The procedure is described below.
Given any pλ, Pxq-constant-composition code C Ď X n of size M . We extract a subcode C1 Ď C via the following
steps. Let λ1 ą 0 be a constant to be determined.
1) Quantize ∆pX q using a ζ-net N “ tPxiuiPrNs (where Pxi P ∆pX q for each i) of size N at most Npζ, |X |q
(by Lemma 6).
2) Cluster the columns of C P XMˆn according their types. This naturally induces a time-sharing sequence u P Un
defined as follows. The alphabet U has size at most N . The j-th (j P rns) component upjq is set i P rN s if
the j-th column of C has type ζ-close to Pxi P N .
3) Find the largest subcode C1 Ď C with the following properties.
a) The subcode C1 has size lat least θM for some constant θ ą 0.
12That is, the fading process tuiuiPrns is a constant u P U in each coherence time interval ti P rns : upiq “ uu. Since |U | ! n is a
constant, this model is called fast fading.
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b) For each i P U , the shorter subcode C1|i Ď X nτupiq is pλ1, P 1xiq-constant-composition for some distribution
P 1xi P ∆pX q13. Here C1|i Ď X nτupiq denotes the puncturing of C1 onto the components j’s (j P rns) such
that upjq “ i.
c) The subcode C1 is the one that minimizes the induced conditional mutual information
max
Us|uP∆pS|Uq : rPuUs|ussPλs
Ipx;y|uq
among all subcodes satisfying Items 3a and 3b, where the conditional mutual information is evaluated
according to Pu,x,ypu, x, yq “ τupuqP 1xupxqUs|xps|xqWy|x,spy|x, sq.
We claim that subcodes satisfying Items 3a and 3b do exist for sufficiently small θ. Indeed, they can be constructed
as follows. By approximate-constant-composition reduction (Lemma 7), for i “ 1, we can find a subcode C11 Ď C
of size M1 ě θ0M where θ0 ě
´ |X |
2λ1 ` 1
¯´|X |
such that C11|1 Ď X nτup1q is pλ1, P 1x1q-constant-composition for some
P 1x1 P ∆pX q. For i “ 2, there exists a subcode C12 Ď C11 of size M2 ě θ0M1 ě θ20M such that C12|2 Ď X nτup2q
is pλ1, P 1x2q-constant-composition for some P 1x2 P ∆pX q. Note that C12|1 Ď X nτup1q is still pλ1, P 1x1q-constant-
composition since C12 Ď C11. Iteratively doing this for each i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , |U |, we end up with a subcode C1 “ C1|U | of
size at least M|U | ě θ|U |0 M such that for each i P U , C1|i is pλ1, P 1xiq-constant-composition. See Figure 8. Therefore,
Fig. 8: A proposed procedure for extracting large subcodes that is chunk-wise constant-composition w.r.t. a time-
sharing sequence u P Un.
as long as θ ď
´ |X |
2λ1 ` 1
¯´|X |N ď θ|U |0 , subcodes satisfying Items 3a and 3b can be found. The goal is to find the
one with the minimum conditional mutual information.
By construction, a subcode C1 obtained as above is indeed constant-composition w.r.t. a universal time-sharing
sequence u as desired in Conjecture 21. It is not hard to see that if a code C was truly sampled from the ensemble
defined in Appendix C, then the above procedure will with high probability detect the correct underlying time-
sharing sequence u and the distributions tPxuuuPU that C was sampled from. However, one crucial gap in the
above construction that prevents us from proving a matching capacity upper bound is as follows. Recall that in
the capacity expression (Equation (5)), the maximization is over non-L-symmetrizable CP-distributions PxrLs “ř
uPU PupuqPbLxu . Unfortunately, we do not know how to show the non-L-symmetrizability of the CP-distributionř
uPU τupuqP 1bLxu induced by the above construction.
XII. TECHNICAL REMARKS
In the first two subsections (Sections XII-A and XII-B) of this section, we discuss different notions of sym-
metrizability for different channel models and their relations. See Figure 9 for an overview. In the last subsection
13Unless other operation is done otherwise, for each i P U , the column composition Pxi may not be preserved in each punctured subcode
C1|i. This is why we only claim pλ1, P 1xiq-constant-composition for another distribution P 1xi that can be different from Pxi a priori.
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Fig. 9: Different notions of symmetrizability for different channel models. If there is an arrow Ñ from Definition
A to Definition B, i.e., AÑ B, then Definition B is a special case of Definition A. If the arrow is bidirectional,
it means that the definitions on two endpoints of the arrow are equivalent.
(Section XII-C), we discuss a seemingly more natural jamming strategy mentioned in Remark 10 for obtaining
capacity upper bounds.
A. Myopic/oblivious symmetrizability
By the unique-decoding version of the generalized Plotkin bound [WBBJ19], in any sufficiently large approxi-
mately constant-composition code, there is a constant c ą 0 such that a c fraction of types τxi,xj of ordered pairs
i ă j of codewords is approximately CP. Curious readers may wonder why Csisza´r–Narayan in their seminal paper
[CN88b] did not resort to the heavy machinery in [WBBJ19] to prove a tight characterization of the capacity of
input-constrained state-constrained oblivious AVCs. Before explaining the reason, we would like to first take a
diversion and discuss different notions of symmetrizability/confusability in the AVC/adversarial channel literature.
Let us introduce myopic AVCs and omniscient AVCs. In oblivious AVCs, the adversary does not know which
particular codeword from the codebook was transmitted, though he does know the codebook (which is known to
everyone). Whereas in omniscient AVCs, the adversary knows precisely which codeword was transmitted.
Definition 18 (Omniscient AVCs). An omniscient AVC Aomni “ pX ,S,Y, λx, λs,Wy|x,sq consists of three al-
phabets X ,S,Y for the input, jamming and output sequences, respectively; input constraints λx Ď ∆pX q and
state constraints λs Ď ∆pSq; an adversarial channel Wy|x,s from Alice to Bob governed by James. Knowing the
codebook C, Alice’s encoder φ, Bob’s decoder ψ, receiving Alice’s transmitted sequence x, James generates a
jamming sequence s and sends it through the channel Wy|x,s. See Figure 10 for a block diagram of the omniscient
AVC model under list-decoding. WHen L “ 1, it degenerates to the unique-decoding case.
Fig. 10: Block diagram of an omniscient AVC under list-decoding.
The myopic AVCs are a natural information-theoretic bridge between the oblivious and omniscient models. In
the myopic setting, the adversary observes a noisy version of the transmitted sequence through a DMC.
Definition 19 (Myopic AVCs). A myopic AVC Amyop “ pX ,S,Y, λx, λs,Wz|x,Wy|x,sq consists of three alphabets
X ,S,Y for the input, jamming and output sequences, respectively; input constraints λx Ď ∆pX q and state constraints
λs Ď ∆pSq; a DMC Wz|x from Alice to James; an adversarial channel Wy|x,s from Alice to Bob governed by James.
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Knowing the codebook C, Alice’s encoder φ, Bob’s decoder ψ, receiving a noisy version z of Alice’s transmitted
sequence x, James generates a jamming sequence s and sends it through the channel Wy|x,s. See Figure 11 for a
block diagram of the myopic AVC model.
Fig. 11: Block diagram of a myopic AVC.
In a recent work [BDJ`20], a new notion of myopic symmetrizability was introduced.
Definition 20 (Myopically symmetrizing distributions). Define the set of myopically symmetrizing distributions as
Umyop,symm :“
$’’’’&’’’’%Us|z,x1 P ∆pS|Z ˆ X q :
@px, x1, yq P X 2 ˆ Y,ÿ
zPZ,sPS
Wz|xpz|xqUs|z,x1ps|z, x1qWy|x,spy|x, sq
“
ÿ
zPZ,sPS
Wz|xpz|x1qUs|z,x1ps|z, xqWy|x,spy|x1, sq
,////.////- .
Definition 21 (Myopic symmetrizability, [BDJ`20]). Consider a myopic AVC Amyop. An input distribution Px P
λx is called myopically symmetrizable if for all Px,x1 P CPpPxq there is a Us|z,x1 P Umyop,symm such that“
Px,x1Wz|xUs|z,x1
‰
s
P λs.
It was shown in [BDJ`20] that myopic symmetrizability is a sufficient (though not known to be necessary)
condition for a myopic AVC to have zero rate.
Theorem 24 (Capacity positivity of myopic AVCs, , [BDJ`20]). For any myopic AVC Amyop, the capacity is zero
if every Px P λx is myopically symmetrizable.
We claim that Csisza´r–Narayan’s notion of oblivious symmetrizability (for unique-decoding) is a special case of
Definition 21. Indeed, the myopic model collapses to the oblivious model if z K x. That is, the channel Wz|x from
Alice to James is infinitely noisy: Wz|x “ Wz. Taking Us|x1ps|x1q :“
ř
zPZWzpzqUs|z,x1ps|z, x1q, the definition of
Umyop,symm becomes:
Definition 22 (Obliviously symmetrizing distributions). The set of obliviously symmetrizing distributions is defined
as
Uobli,symm :“
#
Us|x1 P ∆pS|X q : @px, x1, yq P X 2 ˆ Y,
ÿ
sPS
Us|x1ps|x1qWy|x,spy|x, sq “
ÿ
sPS
Us|xps|xqWy|x,spy|x1, sq
+
.
Note also that “
Px,x1WzUs|z,x1
‰
s
psq “
ÿ
px,x1qPX 2
ÿ
zPZ
Px,x1px, x1qWzpzqUs|z,x1ps|z, xq
“
ÿ
px,x1qPX 2
Px,x1px, x1qUs|x1ps|xq
“
ÿ
xPX
Px1pxqUs|x1ps|xq
“ “PxUs|x1‰s psq, (49)
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where Equation (49) follows since rPx,x1sx “ rPx,x1sx1 “ Px.
Therefore, we get the following notion of oblivious symmetrizability which precisely matches the one in [CN88b].
Definition 23 (Oblivious symmetrizability, [CN88b]). Given an oblivious AVC Aobli, an input distribution Px P λx
is called obliviously symmetrizable if there is a Us|x1 P Uobli,symm such that
“
PxUs|x1
‰
s
P λs.
It was shown in [CN88b] that:
Theorem 25 (Capacity positivity of oblivious AVCs, [CN88b]). An oblivious AVC Aobli has zero capacity if and
only if every Px P λx is obliviously symmetrizable.
We are now ready to answer the question at the beginning of this section. Due to the oblivious nature, the joint
distribution Px,x1 is marginalized when we evaluate the jamming distribution Ps.14 As a result, only the marginal
input distribution Px rather than the completely positive joint distribution Px,x1 matters in the definition of oblivious
symmetrizability. It is as if Alice’s transmitted signal x and James’s spoofing signal x1 are independent rather than
jointly CP15, i.e., Px,x1 “ PxPJx . Indeed, it is provably known [CN88b] that the optimal symmetrization strategy
samples a spoofing codeword x1 uniformly from the codebook, independent of the transmitted codeword x.
Similarly, for oblivious AVCs under L-list-decoding, the L-oblivious symmetrizability only depends on the size-L
marginal distribution Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL P CPbLpPxq of a spoofing L-list, rather than the full joint distribution Px,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL
of the transmitted signal and the spoofing list. It is easy to see that 1-oblivious symmetrizability (Definition 14) is
equivalent to Csisza´r–Narayan’s notion of oblivious symmetrizability (Definition 23).
B. Myopic/omniscient symmetrizability
In this section, we discuss the relation between symmetrizability for myopic channels and confusability for
omniscient channels.
The omniscient channel, as mentioned in the previous section (Section XII-A), is a more coding-theoretic model
of communication. In the absence of constraints, i.e., λx “ ∆pX q, λs “ ∆S, the right notion of confusability16
was proposed by Kiefer–Wolfowitz [KW62].
Definition 24 (Unconstrained omniscient symmetrizability, [KW62]). An unconstrained omniscient AVC
Aomni “ pX ,S,Y,∆pX q,∆pSq,Wy|x,sq
is called omnisciently symmetrizable if for all px, x1q P X 2, there are distributions Us|x,x1 , Us1|x,x1 P ∆pSq17 such
that for every y P Y , ÿ
sPS
Us|x,x1psqWy|x,spy|x, sq “
ÿ
sPS
Us1|x,x1psqWy|x,spy|x1, sq. (50)
Before proceeding to state Kiefer–Wolfowitz’s characterization of capacity positivity, we remark that one can
slightly simplify Definition 24 by restricting to the case where Us|x,x1 “ Us|x,x1 . Indeed, once we have (po-
tentially different) symmetrizing distributions Us|x,x1 and Us|x,x1 , the distribution Vs|x,x1 “ 12Us|x,x1 ` 12U 1s|x,x1
is also symmetrizing. This follows trivially from Equation (50). Note also that associated to each pair px, x1q
there is a distribution Us|x,x1 . All these distributions
 
Us|x,x1
(
px,x1qPX 2 together give us a conditional distribution
Us|x,x1 P ∆pS|X 2q. Therefore, Definition 24 can be simplified as follows.
Definition 25 (Omnisciently symmetrizing distributions). Define the set of omnisciently symmetrizing distributions
as
Uomni,symm :“
$&%Us|x,x1 P ∆pS|X 2q : @px, x
1, yq P X 2 ˆ Y,ÿ
sPS
Us|x,x1ps|x, x1qWy|x,spy|x, sq “
ÿ
sPS
Us|x,x1ps|x, x1qWy|x,spy|x1, sq
,.- .
14Note that the evaluation of Ps is the only place in the definition of symmetrizability where Px,x1 plays a role. The definition of Usymm
has nothing to do with Px,x1 .
15Of course, product distributions are also CP. The point here is that requiring generic CP correlation turns out to be unnecessary.
16Due to historical reasons, the condition for zero capacity is referred to as confusability. We follow this convention in zero-error information
theory. However, in essence, one can view it as a notion of symmetrizability for omniscient channels.
17Since the symmetrizing distributions may depend on px, x1q, we emphasize this dependence using the notation for conditional distribution.
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Definition 26 (Unconstrained omniscient symmetrizability, one-distribution version). An unconstrained omniscient
AVC Aomni is called omnisciently symmetrizable if Uomni,symm ‰ H.
Theorem 26 (Capacity positivity of unconstrained omniscient AVCs, [KW62]). An unconstrained omniscient AVC
Aomni has zero capacity if and only if it is omnisciently symmetrizable.
In the presence of (input and state) constraints, characterizing the condition for capacity positivity turns out to
be significantly more challenging. Incorporating state constraints is one of the major obstacles and ideas that are
fundamentally different from [KW62] are required. Indeed, a sufficient and necessary condition is not available in the
literature until very recently [WBBJ19]. The proof, which is of combinatorial nature, is a significant generalization
of the Plotkin bound in classical coding theory.
Definition 27 (Omniscient symmetrizability, [WBBJ19]). Given an omniscient AVC Aomni, an input distribution
Px P λx is called omnisciently symmetrizable if for every Px,x1 P CPpPxq, there is a joint distribution P :“
Px,x1,s,s1,y P ∆pX 2 ˆ S2 ˆ Yq such that
1) rP sx “ rP sx1 “ Px, rP sx,s,y “ rP sx,sWy|x,s, rP sx1,s1,y “ rP sx1,s1Wy|x,s;
2) rP ss , rP ss1 P λs.
It was shown in [WBBJ19] that:
Theorem 27 (Capacity positivity of omniscient AVCs, [WBBJ19]). An omniscient AVC Aomni has zero capacity
if and only if every Px P λx is omnisciently symmetrizable.
Though having a seemingly different form, Definition 27 actually has an intimate relation with Definition 21.
We will massage Definition 27 and argue that it is a special case of Definition 21. The condition in Item 1 can be
rewritten as: for all px, x1, s, s1, yq P X 2 ˆ S2 ˆ Y ,
Px,x1,s,s1,ypx, x1, s, s1, yq “Px,x1px, x1qPs,s1|x,x1ps, s1|x, x1qWy|x,spy|x, sq (51)
“Px,x1px, x1qPs,s1|x,x1ps, s1|x, x1qWy|x,spy|x1, s1q. (52)
For any px, x1q P X 2, Equation (51) and Equation (52) are equal when marginalized out s, s1, i.e.,ÿ
sPS
Ps|x,x1ps|x, x1qWy|x,spy|x, sq “
ÿ
ps,s1qPS2
Ps,s1|x,x1ps, s1|x, x1qWy|x,spy|x, sq
“
ÿ
ps,s1qPS2
Ps,s1|x,x1ps, s1|x, x1qWy|x,spy|x, s1q “
ÿ
s1PS
Ps1|x,x1ps1|x, x1qWy|y,spy|x1, s1q.
It is worth noting that the above equation is precisely the one in Kiefer–Wolfowitz’s notion of omniscient sym-
metrizability (Definition 24). Note also that Item 2 is equivalent to
“
Px,x1Ps,s1|x,x1
‰
s
“ “Px,x1Ps|x,x1‰s P λs and“
Px,x1Ps,s1|x,x1
‰
s1 “
“
Px,x1Ps1|x,x1
‰
s1 P λs. Therefore, taking Us|x,x1 :“
“
Ps,s1|x,x1
‰
s
and Us1|x,x1 :“
“
Ps,s1|x,x1
‰
s1 , we
reduce Definition 27 to the following definition.
Definition 28 (Omniscient symmetrizability, two-distribution version). Given an omniscient AVC Aomni, an input
distribution Px P λx is called omnisciently symmetrizable if for every Px,x1 P CPpPxq, there are Us|x,x1 , Us1|x,x1 P
∆pS|X 2q satisfying Equation (50) such that “Px,x1Us|x,x1‰s P λs and “Px,x1Us1|x,x1‰s1 P λs.
However, by the observation right after Definition 24, without loss of generality, we may as well restrict to a single
symmetrizing distribution. The one-distribution version of Equation (50) is precisely the definition of Uomni,symm
(Definition 24). We hence arrive at the following equivalent definition.
Definition 29 (Omniscient symmetrizability, one-distribution version). Given an omniscient AVC Aomni, an input
distribution Ps P λx is called omnisciently symmetrizable if for every Px,x1 P CPpPxq, there is a Us|x,x1 P Uomni,symm
such that
“
Px,x1Us|x,x1
‰
s
P λs.
It is now easy to see that Definition 29 (which is an equivalent formulation of Definition 27) is a special case of
Definition 21. Indeed, under the omniscient assumption z “ x, the channel Wz|x from Alice to James is noiseless,
i.e., Wz|xpz|xq “ 1tz “ xu, and Definition 20 collapses to Definition 25.
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C. A seemingly more natural jamming strategy for capacity upper bound
Given the definition of symmetrizing distributions (Definition 11), careful readers might expect it more natural
to use distributions of the form Us|u,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL (rather than Us|u) in Section XI. Specifically, they maybe would
like to equip James with the following jamming strategy which seems more “compatible” with the definition of
Uobli,L-symm. James uses the same strategy as in Section XI-A except that in Step 2) he further picks arbitrarily
an L-list of codewords xi1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xiL (i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă iL) whose type falls in the Voronoi cell of rPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL . Then in
Step 4) he samples s from the following distribution which takes more information into account: Us|u,xi1 ,¨¨¨ ,xiL :“śn
j“1 Us|u“upjq,x1“xi1 pjq,¨¨¨ ,xL“xiL pjq.
We now argue that the above seemingly more judicious jamming strategy will never result in a stronger
(i.e., smaller) upper bound on the L-list-decoding capacity. Hence the original jamming strategy we provided
in Section XI-A is optimal. Via analysis (which we omit) similar to that in Section XI-B, the strategy described in
the last paragraph gives the following capacity upper bound:
CLpAobliq ď max
PxPλx :
Px non-L-symmetrizable
min
Us|u,x1,¨¨¨ ,xLP∆pS|UˆXLq :rPuPbLx|uUs|u,x1,¨¨¨ ,xLssPλs
Ipx;y|u,x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xLq. (53)
By elementary information inequalities, the above expression (Equation (53)) is no larger than Equation (5). Indeed,
Ipx;y|u,x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xLq “Hpx|u,x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xLq ´Hpx|u,x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xL,yq (54)
“Hpx|uq ´Hpx|u,x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xL,yq (55)
“Ipx;x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xL,y|uq
“Ipx;y|uq ` Ipx;x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xL|u,yq (56)
ěIpx;y|uq. (57)
Equation (54) is by the definition of mutual information (Definition 9). In Equation (55), we used the assumption
Px,u,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL “ PxPuPbLx|u which implies that x and x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xL are conditionally independent given u. More
specifically, as explained in the last section (Section XII-A), in the oblivious setting, we do not assume complete
positivity of the joint distribution of the transmitted signal x and the spoofing list x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xL. In the definition of
L-symmetrizability (Definition 14) and also the list-decoding capacity expression (Equation (5)), they are effectively
independent. Equation (56) follows from chain rule for mutual information. Equation (57) is by nonnegativity of
mutual information.
XIII. CANONICAL CONSTRUCTIONS OF OBLIVIOUS AVCS
In this section, we introduce a machinery, which we call the canonical constructions of oblivious AVCs, for
generating concrete oblivious channels with prescribed sets of L-symmetrizable input distributions. Besides being
interesting in its own right, this will help us generate examples for which Ls˚trong, LC˚P and Lw˚eak are strictly different.
To warm up, we first introduce canonical constructions of oblivious AVCs under unique-decoding in Section XIII-A.
They will then be generalized to list-decoding in Section XIII-B. Finally, we use these constructions with carefully
chosen components to separate different notions of list-symmetrizability due to [SG12] and us.
A. Canonical constructions of oblivious AVCs
Let P Ď ∆pX q be a convex subset of distributions. Our goal is to construct an oblivious AVC Aobli “
pX ,S,Y, λx, λs,Wy|x,sq whose symmetrizability set is precisely P . Here the symmetrizability set KoblipAobliq
of Aobli is defined as the set of (obliviously) symmetrizable input distributions:
KoblipAobliq :“ tPx P λx : Px is symmetrizableu .
Here we use Csisza´r–Narayan’s [CN88b] notion of symmetrizability (Definition 23).
The construction (which we refer to as the canonical construction) of Aobli,cano is as follows.
1) X is the same as the alphabet of P .
2) S “ X .
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3) Y “ tyx1,x2upx1,x2qPX 2 where px1, x2q is an unordered18 (possibly repeated) pair of input symbols. Note that
|Y| “ |X | ` `|X |2 ˘ “ 12 |X | p|X | ` 1q “ `|X |`12 ˘.
4) λx “ ∆pX q19.
5) λs “ P .
6) Wy|x,s is a deterministic channel which we write as a (deterministic) function W : X ˆ S Ñ Y defined as
W px, sq “ yx,s.
We now compute KoblipAobli,canoq. To this end, we first compute Uobli,symm. For x “ x1, the symmetrization
identity in the definition of Uobli,symm (Definition 22) apparently holds. Fix x ‰ x1. The symmetrization identity
gives us the following constraints on Us|x.
1) If y “ yx,x: LHS “ Us|xpx|x1q “ 0 “ RHS. Similarly the case where y “ yx1,x1 gives 0 “ Us|xpx1|xq.
2) If y “ yx,s˚ for some s˚ ‰ x, x1: LHS “ Us|xps˚|x1q “ 0 “ RHS. Similarly the case where y “ yx1,s˚ for
some s˚ ‰ x, x1 gives 0 “ Us|xps˚|xq.
3) If y “ yx,x1 : LHS “ Us|xpx1|x1q “ Us|xpx|xq “ RHS.
Since the above conditions hold for all x ‰ x1, we have: if Us|x is written as an |X | ˆ |S| matrix, then all off-
diagonal entries are 0 and all diagonal entries are equal. Therefore, Us|x has to be an identity matrix (denoted by
ids|u, defined as ids|xps|xq “ 1tx “ su) and Uobli,symm is a singleton set: Uobli,symm “
 
ids|x
(
.
We now show KoblipAobli,canoq “ P .
The direction KoblipAobli,canoq Ě P is easy. Take any Px P P . We want to show that Px is symmetrizable. Since
Uobli,symm only contains the identity distribution, we just need to evaluate
“
PxUs|x
‰
s
“ `diagpPxqI|X |ˆ|S|˘J 1|S| “
Px P P “ λs, where 1|S| denotes the all-one vector of length-|S|. Therefore, Ps is symmetrized by Us|x “ I|X |ˆ|S|.
We then show the other direction KoblipAobli,canoq Ď P which is in fact similar. Take any symmetrizable input
distribution Px. We want to show Px P P . Since Px is symmetrizable and there is only one possible symmetrizing
distribution, we have
“
PxUs|x
‰
s
“ Px P λs “ P .
Remark 12. Operationally, the identity symmetrizing distribution corresponds to the following jamming strategy.
James simply uniformly samples a codeword x1 from the codebook and transmits it.
Remark 13. The above construction works for any subset P of input distributions, even for a non-convex subset.
However, in this paper, we only focus on AVCs whose λs is convex to exclude exotic behaviours.
B. Canonical construction of oblivious AVCs under list-decoding
The above construction can be generalized to L-list-decoding in a natural way. For notational brevity, we take
the L “ 2 case as an example. Given an arbitrary subset P Ď ∆pX q, the goal is to construct an oblivious AVC
Aobli “ pX ,S,Y, λx, λs,Wy|x,sq whose 2-symmetrizability set is equal to P . The 2-symmetrizability set of A is
defined as:
Kobli,2pAobliq :“ tPx P λx : Px is 2-symmetrizableu .
Recall that 2-symmetrizability is defined as follows, which is a special case of Definition 11.
Definition 30. The set of 2-symmetrizing distributions is defined as
Uobli,2-symm :“
$’’’&’’’%Us|u,x1,x2 P ∆pS|U ˆ X
2q :
@u P U ,@px0, x1, x2, yq P X 3 ˆ Y,@pi P S3,ÿ
sPS
Us|u“u,x1,x2ps|x1, x2qWy|x,spy|x0, sq
“
ÿ
sPS
Us|u“u,x1,x2ps|xpip1q, xpip2qqWy|x,spy|xpip0q, sq
,///.///- .
Note that Uobli,1-symm “ Uobli,symm.
The following definition is a special case of Definition 14. We list it below for the readers’ convenience.
18That is, yx1,x2 “ yx2,x1
19In fact any λx satisfying P Ď λx Ď ∆pX q works.
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Definition 31. Given an oblivious AVC Aobli, an input distribution Px P λx is called 2-symmetrizable if for every
Px1,x2 P CPpPxq and every CP-decomposition pPu, Px|uq of Px1,x2 , there is a Us|u,x1,x2 P Uobli,2-symm such that”
PuP
b2
x|uUs|u,x1,x2
ı
s
P λs.
The canonical construction Aobli,2-cano is as follows.
1) X is the same as the alphabet of P .
2) S “ X 2.
3) Y “ tyx0,x1,x2upx0,x1,x2qPX 3 where px0, x1, x2q is an unordered20 (possibly not all distinct) triple of input
symbols. Note that |Y| “ |X | ` 2`|X |2 ˘` `|X |3 ˘.
4) λx “ ∆pX q21.
5) λs “ ŮPxPP CPpPxq. Note that λs is convex if P is convex. To see this, take a CP P -self-coupling Px1,x2 “řk
i“1 λiPiPJi and a CP Q-self-coupling P 1x1,x2 “
ř`
j“1 µjQjQJj for some P,Q P P , respectively. By self-
coupledness, rPx1,x2sx1 “ rPx1,x2sx2 “
řk
i“1 λiPi “ P and
“
P 1x1,x2
‰
x1
“ “P 1x1,x2‰x2 “ ř`j“1 µjQj “ Q.
We would like to show that for any α P r0, 1s, Rx1,x2 :“ αPx1,x2 ` p1 ´ αqP 1x1,x2 is in λs. First, Rx1,x2 “řk
i“1 αλiPiPJi `
ř`
j“1p1´ αqµjQjQJj is apparently CP. Second,
rRx1,x2sx1 px1q “
ÿ
x2PX
˜
α
kÿ
i“1
λiPipx1qPipx2q ` p1´ αq
ÿ`
j“1
µjQjpx1qQjpx2q
¸
“α
kÿ
i“1
λiPipx1q ` p1´ αq
ÿ`
j“1
µjQjpx1q
“αP px1q ` p1´ αqQpx1q.
The above identity also holds for the x2 marginal. Therefore Rx1,x2 is an pαP ` p1´ αqQq-self-coupling. By
convexity of P , pαP ` p1´ αqQq P P . Combined with complete positivity, we showed that Rx1,x2 P λs.
6) Wy|x,s is a deterministic channel: W px0, px1, x2qq “ yx0,x1,x2 .
We claim that for any U (the alphabet of the time-sharing variable u), Uobli,2-symm “
 
ids|u,x1,x2
(
is a singleton
set. Here ids|u,x1,x2 is defined according to: for any u P U , ids|u“u,x1,x2ps|x1, x2q “ 1ts “ px1, x2qu. It is obvious
that ids|u,x1,x2 P Uobli,2-symm. We now show that any Us|u,x1,x2 in Uobli,2-symm must be ids|u,x1,x2 . Fix any u P U
and px1, x2q P X 2 (x1, x2 can be the same). It suffices to show that Us|u“u,x1,x2ppx11, x12q|x1, x2q “ 0 for allpx11, x12q P S such that tx11, x12u ‰ tx1, x2u. The condition tx11, x12u ‰ tx1, x2u implies x11, x12 ‰ x1 or x11, x12 ‰ x2.
This is more easily seen by looking at the contrapositive:` 
x11 “ x1 or x12 “ x1
(X  x11 “ x2 or x12 “ x2(˘
ùñ ` x11 “ x1, x12 “ x2(Y  x11 “ x2, x12 “ x1(˘ ” ` x11, x12( “ tx1, x2u˘ .
Assume x11, x12 ‰ x1. The other case where x11, x12 ‰ x2 is similar and we omit it. Consider x0, x1, x2 P
X 3, yx0,x11,x12 P Y and pi “
ˆ
0 1 2
1 0 2
˙
P S3. The symmetrization identity is specialized to:
LHS “ Us|u“u,x1,x2ppx11, x12q|x1, x2q “ 0 “ RHS.
This finishes the proof of the claim.
We now show that Kobli,2pAq “ P .
First, we show Kobli,2pAobli,2-canoq Ě P . Take any Px P P . We claim that it is 2-symmetrizable. Indeed, for any
Px1,x2 P CPpPxq and any CP-decomposition pPu, Px|uq of Px1,x2 ,
”
PuP
b2
x|u ids|u,x1,x2
ı
s
“ Px1,x2 P CPpPxq Ď λs.
The equality is because: for any s “ px1˚ , x2˚q P S,
Psppx1˚ , x2˚qq “
ÿ
pu,x1,x2qPUˆX 2
PupuqPx|upx1|uqPx|upx2|uq ids|u,x1,x2ps|u, x1, x2q
20That is, yx0,x1,x2 “ yxpip0q,xpip1q,xpip2q for all pi P S3.
21Again, any λx such that P Ď λx Ď ∆pX q works. Indeed, We will use canonical constructions with a different λx to separate different
notions of list-symmetrizability.
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“
ÿ
uPU
PupuqPx|upx1˚ |uqPx|upx2˚ |uq
“Px1,x2px1˚ , x2˚q.
Therefore, Px is 2-symmetrized by ids|u,x1,x2 P Uobli,2-symm.
Second, we show Kobli,2pAobli,2-canoq Ď P . Take any 2-symmetrizable input distribution Px. We want to show
Px P P . By 2-symmetrizability, there is a CP extension Px1,x2 P CPpPxq and a CP-decomposition pPu, Px|uq of
Px1,x2 such that
”
PuP
b2
x|u ids|u,x1,x2
ı
s
“ Px1,x2 P λs. Since Px1,x2 P CPpPxq, by the definition of λs (Item 5), we
have Px P P .
C. Separating Ls˚trong, LC˚P, Lw˚eak via canonical constructions
Fix any convex set P Ď ∆pX q. Take a canonical construction Aobli,L-cano with λx “ P . We will argue that for
this example: Ls˚trong ă LC˚P “ Lw˚eak “ L.
We claim that LC˚P “ L. It is easy to check that LC˚P ě L since all input distributions Px P λx “ P are CP-L-
symmetrizable. Furthermore, Aobli,L-cano is not CP-pL ` 1q-symmetrizable. Indeed, Uobli,pL`1q-symm is empty. To
see this, one evaluates the symmetrization identity and can prove that for any u P U ,
Us|u“u,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL,xL`1ppx11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x1Lq|x0, x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xLq “ 0
for all px11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x1Lq P S “ XL. We give a proof for the L “ 2 case and the general case is similar. Fix any
u P U . In the L “ 2 case, we want to show Us|u“u,x1,x2,x3ppx11, x12q|x1, x2, x3q “ 0 for all px11, x12q P S “ X 2
and px1, x2, x3q P X 3. For the symmetrization identity to be nontrivial, we had better take x0, x1, x2, x3 to be not
all the same. Take px1, x2, x3q P X 3 and x0 P X z tx1, x2, x3u. Take yx0,x11,x12 P Y for any px11, x12q P S “ X 2
and pi “
ˆ
0 1 2 3
1 0 2 3
˙
P S4. Note that at least one of the following cases hold: x1 R tx11, x12u or x2 R tx11, x12u
or x3 R tx11, x12u. Assume WLOG x1 R tx11, x12u. Other two cases are similar. Since x0 ‰ x1, we have LHS “
Us|u“u,x1,x2,x3ppx11, x12q|x1, x2, x3q “ 0 “ RHS. Therefore, Uobli,3-symm “ H.
We claim that Ls˚trong ă L. Apparently, by definition, Ls˚trong ď LC˚P. It is left to show that Aobli,L-cano
is not strongly-L-symmetrizable. In fact, no input distribution Px P λx is strongly-L-symmetrizable. This is
because: for any Px P λx and any Px1,x2 P J pPxqzCPpPxq22,
“
Px1,x2 ids|x1,x2
‰
s
“ Px1,x2 R CPpPxq and hence“
Px1,x2 ids|x1,x2
‰
s
R λs “ ŮPxPP CPpPxq.
We claim that Lw˚eak “ L. By definition, Lw˚eak ě LC˚P “ L. Furthermore, since Uobli,pL`1q-symm “ H, Lw˚eak ă
L` 1. This proves the claim.
We now give an example for which LC˚P ă Lw˚eak “ L. Let P “ tPxu be a singleton set for some Px P ∆pX q.
Let Aobli,L-cano be a canonical construction of oblivious AVC with λx “ tPxu and λs “
 
PbLx
(
. By the same
argument as before, Lw˚eak “ L. However, for non-product CP distributions Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL P CPbLpPxqz
 
PbLx
(
23,
no matter which CP-decomposition we take,
“
Pu,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL ids|u,x1,¨¨¨ ,xL
‰
s
“ Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL R
 
PbLx
( “ λs. Therefore
LC˚P ă L.
XIV. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
In this paper, we revisited the classical problem of list-decoding for oblivious Arbitrarily Varying Channels.
We pinned down the exact threshold of list-size that determines the positivity of list-decoding capacity. The proof
utilized a machinery recently developed in [WBBJ19] and [ZBJ20]. A natural capacity lower bound was proved.
However, our capacity upper bound is conditioned on Conjecture 21.
We list several open problems for future research.
1) The most obvious open question is to obtain a tight characterization of the list-decoding capacity. This amounts
to proving/disproving/bypassing Conjecture 21. We do believe that Conjecture 21 is true and our lower bound
(Equation (5)) is tight, though proving it requires new ideas. Otherwise, one could try to develop other jamming
strategies whose analysis bypasses this conjecture.
22Note that J pPxqzCPpPxq ‰ H.
23Note that CPbLpPxqz  PbLx ( ‰ H.
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2) In our capacity bounds (Equation (5)), the maximization (implicitly) includes searching over all CP-decompositions
pPu, Px|uq of a CP-distribution PxrLs P CPbLpPxq. As mentioned in Remark 7, a CP-distribution can have
multiple CP-decompositions. Among all decompositions, the smallest induced |U | is called the CP-rank. We
do not know whether decompositions with |U | ą CP-rkpPxrLsq will ever be maximizers. Also, there are
CP-distributions whose CP-decompositions can have arbitrarily large |U |. For the purpose of maximizing the
mutual information in Equation (5), we do not have a cardinality bound on U of the CP-decomposition.
Therefore, Equation (5) is not computable for general AVCs. On the other hand, it may be the case that for
some channels, to approach the maximum of Equation (5), we cannot put an upper bound on |U |. We leave
this issue for future exploration.
3) We only found (via the canonical constructions) examples of oblivious AVCs for which Ls˚trong ă LC˚P “ Lw˚eak
and other examples of oblivious AVCs for which LC˚P ă Lw˚eak. We are curious to see a single example for
which Ls˚trong ă LC˚P ă Lw˚eak.
4) It is possible to extend our results to multiuser channels. Arguably the most well-understood multiuser channels
would be the Multiple Access Channels (MACs). A two-user MAC consists of two transmitters who transmit
their encodings simultaneously and a single receiver who wants to decode both messages. In the presence
of an oblivious adversary, the fundamental limits of MACs are not fully understood until recently [Jah81],
[AC99], [PS19b]. For the list-decoding variant, Cai [Cai16] gave the right notion of list-symmetrizability for
MACs and completely determined the list-decoding capacity of unconstrained MACs. To complete the picture
along this line of research, it is desirable to extend Cai’s results to the constrained case. If one follows the
techniques in this paper, this will likely require us to first prove a Plotkin-type converse for omniscient MACs,
which itself is highly nontrivial and intriguing. Given the obstacles even in the point-to-point case, a complete
characterization of the list-decoding capacity of MACs seems challenging.
5) Guruswami and Smith [GS16] constructed explicit codes equipped with (stochastic) encoders and decoders
that run in polynomial time for the oblivious bitflip channels. Towards explicit fast encodable/decodable code
constructions for general oblivious AVCs, it is worth exploring the limits to Guruswami–Smith’s techniques.
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APPENDIX A
ROBUST GENERALIZED PLOTKIN BOUND
In this section, we give a proof sketch of Theorem 16. It is essentially a corollary of [ZBJ20] with a twist that
the code can be approximately pPx-constant-composition rather than exactly pPx-constant-composition. We prove
that the generalized Plotkin bound in [ZBJ20] still holds for approximate constant-composition codes. The proof
is basically the same with more slack factors to take care of.
We will give a proof sketch to a stronger theorem. To state the stronger theorem, we need several definitions.
Definition 32 (Approximate self-coupling). Let λ ą 0 be a constant and pPx P ∆pX q. A joint distribution Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL P
∆pXLq is called a pλ, pPxq-self-coupling if
d
´
rPx1,¨¨¨ ,xLsxi , pPx¯ ď λ
for every 1 ď i ď L. When λ “ 0, we say that Px1,¨¨¨ ,xL is a pPx-self-coupling which agrees with Definition 12.
The set of pλ, pPxq-self-couplings of order-L is denoted by J bLλ p pPxq. When λ “ 0, J bL0 p pPxq “ J bLp pPxq.
For every approximate self-coupling, there is always an exact self-coupling close by.
Lemma 28 (Distribution approximation [SG12]). Suppose a joint distribution pPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL is a pλ, pPxq-self-coupling
for some pPx P ∆pX q. Then there exists a pPx-self-coupling rPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL such that d´ rPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL , pPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL¯ ď fpλq for
some fpλq ą 0 such that fpλq λÑ0ÝÝÝÑ 0.
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Remark 14. In the original paper [SG12], Sarwate and Gastpar chose to use the `8-norm, i.e., d`8 pP,Qq :“
maxxPX |P pxq ´Qpxq| for P,Q P ∆pX q. Despite their choice, `1-norm (which we use in this paper) only differs
from `8-norm by a multiplicative constant factor. Indeed, for any constant-sized alphabet X and any constant
list-size L P Zě1, for any PxrLs , QxrLs P ∆pXLq, d`8
`
PxrLs , QxrLs
˘ ď d`1 `PxrLs , QxrLs˘ ď |X |Ld`8 `PxrLs , QxrLs˘.
Therefore, up to multiplicative constant factors, Lemma 28 holds under d`1 as well.
Definition 33 (Robust confusability set). Let Aomni “ pX ,S,Y, λx, λs,Wy|x,sq be an omniscient channel with
a 0-1 channel transition distribution Wy|x,s and convex input & state constraints λx Ď ∆pX q and λs Ď ∆pSq,
respectively. Let λ ą 0 be a constant and Px P λx. Define the robust confusability set associated to this channel as
KbLλ pPxq :“
$’’’&’’’%PxrLs P J
bL
λ pPxq :
DPxrLs,srLs,y P ∆pXL ˆ SL ˆ Yq, s.t.“
PxrLs,srLs,y
‰
xrLs
“ PxrLs
@i P rLs, “PxrLs,srLs,y‰si P λs@i P rLs, “PxrLs,srLs,y‰xi,si,y “ Pxi,siWy|x,s
,///.///- .
When λ “ 0, we write KbLpPxq for KbLλ pPxq.
Theorem 29 (Robust generalized Plotkin bound, general form). Assume that
d
`J bLpPxqzKbLpPxq,CPbLpPxq˘ ě ε (58)
for some constant ε ą 0. Let C be a pλ, Pxq-constant-composition code satisfying ΓbLpCq Ă KbLλ pPxq. Then there
is a constant K “ Kpε, λ, L, |X |q ą 0 such that |C| ď K.
Remark 15. Note that K does not depend on n – the blocklength of C.
Remark 16. Apparently, the condition given by Equation (58) implies the condition given by Equation (9) in
Theorem 16. Hence Theorem 29 implies Theorem 16.
Proof sketch of Theorem 29.. Take an η-net N of J bLλ pPxqzKbLλ pPxq. Note that |N | is a constant. Use hypergraph
Ramsey’s theorem to find a subcode C1 Ă C such that d
´
ΓbLpC1q, P 1xrLs
¯
ď η for some P 1xrLs P N . The subcode
is guaranteed to satisfy |C1| |C|Ñ8ÝÝÝÝÑ 8. Note that P 1xrLs P N Ă J bLλ pPxq may not be exactly a Px-self-coupling.
However, by Lemma 28, there is a constant λ1 “ λ1pλq ą 0 and a Px-self-coupling PxrLs P J bLpPxq such that
d
´
PxrLs , P
1
xrLs
¯
ď λ1. We point out that PxrLs may be inside KbLλ pPxq. Nevertheless, as long as λ ! ε, PxrLs is
still outside CPbLpPxq since CPbLpPxq is a proper subset of KbLpPxq and they are ε-separated. Indeed,
d
`
PxrLs ,CP
bLpPxq
˘ ěd´P 1xrLs ,CPbLpPxq¯´ d´P 1xrLs , PxrLs¯ ě d `J bLpPxqzKbLpPxq,CPbLpPxq˘´ λ1 ě ε´ λ1.
See Figure 12 for the geometry of various sets of distributions that show up in the proof.
Define the asymmetry of a distribution PxrLs P ∆pXLq as
asymmpPxrLsq :“max
piPSL
max
xrLsPXL
ˇˇ
PxrLspxrLsq ´ PxrLspxpiprLsqq
ˇˇ
.
Given PxrLs P J bLpPxq, we now consider two cases where asymmpPxrLsq ě α and asymmpPxrLsq ă α. Let
M 1 :“ |C1| and M :“ |C|. Write C1 “ txiuiPrM 1s.
a) Asymmetric case: If PxrLs has asymmetry at least α, the code C1 has to be small by a result of [Kom90]
and its list-decoding extension by [BD20]. Their results do not have to do with the self-coupledness of PxrLs and
hence are directly reusable.
b) Symmetric case: In this case we assume PxrLs has asymmetry less than α. We first project PxrLs to
SymbLpPxq to get an exactly symmetric distribution. The projection is nothing but the symmetrization of PxrLs :
PxrLs :“ 1L!
ÿ
piPSL
PxpiprLsq ,
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Fig. 12: The geometry of various sets of distributions in the proof of the robust generalized Plotkin bound
(Theorem 29).
which is apparently symmetric. Using equicoupledness of PxrLs , one can easily check the equicoupledness of PxrLs .
Indeed, for any i P rLs,“
PxrLs
‰
xi
“
«
1
L!
ÿ
piPSL
PxpiprLsq
ff
xi
“ 1
L!
ÿ
piPSL
“
PxpiprLsq
‰
xi
“ 1
L!
ÿ
piPSL
“
PxrLs
‰
xpi´1piq
“ 1
L!
ÿ
piPSL
Px “ Px.
Therefore PxrLs P SymbLpPxq. We also note that PxrLs is not too far from PxrLs :
d
`
PxrLs , PxrLs
˘ “ ÿ
xrLsPXL
ˇˇ
PxrLspxrLsq ´ PxrLspxrLsq
ˇˇ
“
ÿ
xrLsPXL
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1L! ÿ
piPSL
`
PxrLspxrLsq ´ PxpiprLsqpxrLsq
˘ˇˇˇˇˇ
ď 1
L!
ÿ
piPSL
ÿ
xrLsPXL
ˇˇ
PxrLspxrLsq ´ PxpiprLsqpxrLsq
ˇˇ
ď
´
|X |L ´ |X |
¯
α “: α1.
By taking α1 to be sufficiently small, we can ensure PxrLs R CPpPxq. Indeed,
d
`
PxrLs ,CP
bLpPxq
˘ ěd `PxrLs ,CPbLpPxq˘´ d `PxrLs , PxrLs˘ ě ε´ λ1 ´ α1.
Since PxrLs P SymbLpPxqzCPbLpPxq, the duality between completely positively tensor cone and copositive tensor
cone (denoted by coPbLpPxq)24 guarantees the existence of a witness QxrLs P coPbLpPxq of non-complete positivity.
The witness satisfies that
@
PxrLs , QxrLs
D ď ´ε1 for some ε1 “ ε1pε, λ1q ą 0. To get an upper bound on M 1 (and
hence an upper bound M ), we bound the following quantity from above and below:
ř
LPrM 1sL
@
τxL , QxrLs
D
.
On the one hand, via the method of types, it is easy to show that the above quantity is nonnegative. Indeed, it
is precisely equal to
M 1L
n
nÿ
j“1
B´
P
pjq
x
¯bL
, QxrLs
F
ě 0, (59)
where P pjqx is the type of the j-the column of C1 P XM 1ˆn. Inequality (59) follows since
´
P
pjq
x
¯bL P CP for each
j P rns. See [ZBJ20] for details.
24A distribution PxrLs P SymbLpPxq is called Px-copositive if
A
PxrLs , Q
bL
x
E
ě 0 for all Qx P ∆pX q. The set of copositive distributions
form a convex cone, denoted by coPbLpPxq. It turns out that CPbL and coPbL are dual cones of each other.
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On the other hand, ÿ
LPrM 1sL
@
τxL , QxrLs
D “ ÿ
LPprM1sL q
@
τxL , QxrLs
D` ÿ
LPrM 1sLzprM1sL q
@
τxL , QxrLs
D
.
It turns out that the second term is a lower order term and it suffices to use a trivial bound:ÿ
LPprM1sL q
@
τxL , QxrLs
D ďM 1L ´ ˆM 1
L
˙
. (60)
We then focus on the first term. Before proceeding, we first observe that without loss of generality, we can
assume L “ ti1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , iLu is an ordered list, i.e., i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă iL. For a list L that is not in ascending order, there is
a σL P SL such that σLpLq is in ascending order. The observation then follows since@
τxL , QxrLs
D “ AτxσLpLq , QxσLprLsqE “ AτxσLpLq , QxrLsE ,
where the last equality is by the symmetry of QxrLs P coPbLpPxq Ă SymbLpPxq.
We now bound the first term.ÿ
LPprM1sL q
@
τxL , QxrLs
D “ ÿ
LPprM1sL q
@
τxL ´ PxrLs , QxrLs
D` ÿ
LPprM1sL q
@
PxrLs , QxrLs
D
ď
ÿ
LPprM1sL q
››τxL ´ PxrLs››1 ››QxrLs››8 ` ÿ
LPprM1sL q
p´ε1q
ď
ÿ
LPprM1sL q
››τxL ´ PxrLs››1 ´ ˆM 1L
˙
ε1
ď
ÿ
LPprM1sL q
´
d
´
τxL , P
1
xrLs
¯
` d
´
P 1xrLs , PxrLs
¯
` d `PxrLs , PxrLs˘¯´ ˆM 1L
˙
ε1
ď
ˆ
M 1
L
˙`
η ` λ1 ` α1 ´ ε1˘ . (61)
Combining Inequalities (59) to (61) allows us to establish Theorem 29.
Remark 17. Though the robust version of the generalized Plotkin bound allows the input distributions to be slightly
perturbed from a fixed composition, in the actual double counting argument, we still made the effort to preprocess
P 1xrLs P J bLλ pPxq to get PxrLs P J bLpPxq and then PxrLs P SymbLpPxq. This process created several slack factors
that ultimately turned out to be negligible. The reason why we desire a symmetric self-coupling is at its root that
the notion of complete positivity only makes sense for symmetric tensors whose marginals are all the same. After
all, CP-tensors are defined to take the form
ř
i λiP
bL rather than
ř
i λiP
bL
i where Pi’s can be different.
APPENDIX B
CP-SYMMETRIZATION CONVERSE
We assume that Ps “
” rPu rPbLx|uUs|u,x1,¨¨¨ ,xLıs (where p rPu, rPx|uq was constructed in Section IX) is strictly inside
λs in the sense that Ps is in the δ-interior of λs for some entry-wise positive vector δ “ pδ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , δβq P Rβą0. More
precisely, we assume Equation (12) (which we recall below) holds: costippPu, Px|uq, Us|u,xrLsq ď Λi ´ δi for all
i P rβs. See Figure 13.
Under the jamming strategy described in Section IX, we lower bound the expected average error probability over
the list selection and the jamming sequence generation.
Define a good event that the list chosen by James has a type that is pη ` εq-close to a certain CP-distribution:
G :“
!
d
´
τxL ,
rPxrLs¯ ď η ` ε) . (62)
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Fig. 13: We assume in CP-symmetrization that Ps is in the δ-interior of λs.
Note that G only depends on the choice of L but not s. Then we have
E
L,s
rPe,avgpsqs “EL
„
E
s
rPe,avgpsq|Ls

ě E
L
„
E
s
rPe,avgpsq1G |Ls

“ E
L
„
1G E
s
rPe,avgpsq|Ls

“Pr
L
rGsE
L
„
E
s
rPe,avgpsq|Ls
ˇˇˇˇ
G

“ Pr
L
rGsE
L
„
E
s
rPe,avgpsq|L,Gs

. (63)
The expectations and probabilities are over L „ `rMsL ˘ and s „śnj“1 Us|u,xrLs“xLpjq.
We first argue that Pr rGs is bounded away from zero, Pr rGs ě c. Let F :“
!
d
´
τxL ,
pPxrLs¯ ď η). As we have
shown in Equation (10), Pr rFs ě c. Note that by Equation (11), F implies
d
´
τxL ,
rPxrLs¯ ď d´τxL , pPxrLs¯` d´ pPxrLs , rPxrLs¯ ď η ` ε.
Hence Pr rGs ě c.
It remains to bound E rE rPe,avgpsq|L,Gss.
Fix any realization 1 ď i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă iL ďM of the random list L that satisfies G. All expectations and probabilities
in the following analysis are over s. For any i P rβs, the expected cost of s given L is
E rBipsq|L,Gs
“ 1
n
nÿ
j“1
E rBipspjqq|L,Gs
“ 1
n
nÿ
j“1
ÿ
sPS
Us|u,xrLsps|upjq, xi1pjq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xiLpjqqBipsq
“ 1
n
nÿ
j“1
ÿ
sPS
ÿ
uPU
ÿ
px1,¨¨¨ ,xLqPXL
1tupjq “ uu1 xi1pjq “ x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xiLpjq “ xL(Us|u,xrLsps|u, x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xLqBipsq
“
ÿ
sPS
ÿ
uPU
ÿ
px1,¨¨¨ ,xLqPXL
Us|u,xrLsps|u, x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xLqBipsq
1
n
nÿ
j“1
1tupjq “ uu1 xi1pjq “ x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xiLpjq “ xL(
“
ÿ
sPS
ÿ
uPU
ÿ
px1,¨¨¨ ,xLqPXL
Us|u,xrLsps|u, x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xLqBipsqτu,xi1 ,¨¨¨ ,xiL pu, x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xLq (64)
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The above jamming cost does not differ much from the cost computed using the joint distribution rPu rPx|uUs|u,xrLs ,
given the fact that τu,xi1 ,¨¨¨ ,xiL is η-close to
pPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL which is in turn ε-close to rPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL P CPbLp pPxq. Indeed,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
sPS
ÿ
uPU
ÿ
xLPXL
Us|u,xrLsps|u, xLqBipsqτu,xi1 ,¨¨¨ ,xiL pu, xLq ´
ÿ
sPS
ÿ
uPU
ÿ
xLPXL
Us|u,xrLsps|u, xLqBipsq rPupuq rPbLx|u pxL|uq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
sPS
ÿ
xLPXL
τxi1 ,¨¨¨ ,xiL pxLqUs|xrLsps|xLqBipsq ´
ÿ
sPS
ÿ
xLPXL
rPxrLspxLqUs|xrLsps|xLqBipsq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
ÿ
sPS
ÿ
xLPXL
ˇˇ
Us|xrLsps|xLq
ˇˇ |Bipsq| ˇˇˇτxi1 ,¨¨¨ ,xiL pxLq ´ rPxrLspxLqˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
sPS
ÿ
xLPXL
|Bipsq|
ˇˇˇ
τxi1 ,¨¨¨ ,xiL pxLq ´ rPxrLspxLqˇˇˇ
ď |S|Bi˚ d
´
τxi1 ,¨¨¨ ,xiL ,
rPxrLs¯ (65)
ď |S|Bi˚ pη ` εq. (66)
In Equation (65), Ni˚ is defined as Bi˚ :“ maxsPS |Bipsq|.
Combining Equation (64), Equation (66) and Equation (12), we get
E rBipsq|L,Gs ďcostipp rPu, rPx|uq, Us|u,xrLsq ` |S|Bi˚ pη ` εq ď Λi ´ δi ` |S|Bi˚ pη ` εq ď Λi ´ δi{2 ă Λi.
In the last inequality we assume η ď δi
4|S|B˚i and ε ď
δi
4|S|B˚i for all i P rβs.
We then bound the (conditional) variance of Bipsq.
Var rBipsq|L,Gs “Var
«
1
n
nÿ
j“1
Bipspjqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇL,G
ff
“ 1
n2
nÿ
j“1
Var rBipspjqq|L,Gs (67)
ď 1
n2
nÿ
j“1
E
“
Bipspjqq2
ˇˇL,G‰
ď 1
n2
npBi˚ q2
“pBi˚ q2{n,
where Equation (67) is because each component of s is sampled independently. Now by Chebyshev’s inequality
(Lemma 3),
Pr rBipsq ą Λi|L,Gs ď Pr
„ˇˇˇˇ
Bipsq ´
ˆ
Λi ´ δi
2
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ą δi
2
ˇˇˇˇ
L,G

ď pBi˚ q
2
npδi{2q2 “
4pBi˚ q2
nδ2i
.
Therefore, taking a union bound over all type constraints on the jamming sequence, we have
Pr rτs R λs|L,Gs “ Pr rDi P rβs, Bipsq ą Λi|L,Gs ď
ÿ
iPrβs
Pr rBipsq ą Λi|L,Gs ď
ÿ
iPrβs
4pBi˚ q2
nδi˚
.
We then make several observations. For any i P rM s and i1 P L, we have
E
s„śn
j“1 Us|u“upjq,xrLs“xLpjq
“
Wbnpy|xi, sq
ˇˇL,G‰ “ E
sp1q„Us|u“up1q,xrLs“xLp1q,¨¨¨ ,
spnq„Us|u“upnq,xrLs“xLpnq
«
nź
j“1
W pypjq|xipjq, spjqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇL,G
ff
“
nź
j“1
E
spjq„Us|u“upjq,xrLs“xLpjq
“
W pypjq|xipjq, spjqq
ˇˇL,G‰ (68)
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“
nź
j“1
ÿ
sPS
Us|u,xrLsps|upjq, xLpjqqWy|x,spypjq|xipjq, sq
“
nź
j“1
ÿ
sPS
Us|u,xrLsps|upjq, xpLzti1uqYtiupjqqWy|x,spypjq|xi1pjq, sq
(69)
“ E
s„śn
j“1 Us|u“upjq,xrLs“xLpjq
“
Wbnpy|xi1 , sq
ˇˇpLz  i1(q Y tiu ,G‰ . (70)
In the above chain of equalities, Equation (68) follows since s is sampled from a product distribution and the channel
is memoryless Wy|x,s “Wbny|x,s; Equation (69) follows since Us|u,xrLs is a symmetrizing distribution (Definition 11);
Equation (70) follows by rolling back the above chain of equalities.
Similar to G, define
G1 :“
!
d
´
τxL1 ,
rPxrL`1s¯ ď η1) (71)
where L1 „ ` rMsL`1˘ and rPxrL`1s :“ rPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL`1 P CPbpL`1qp pPxq satisfies” rPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL`1ı
x1,¨¨¨ ,xL
“ rPx1,¨¨¨ ,xL “ rPxrLs .
Define the set of good L-sized lists and good pL` 1q-sized lists, respectively, as
H :“
"
L P
ˆrM s
L
˙
: G holds
*
, H1 :“
"
L1 P
ˆ rM s
L` 1
˙
: G1 holds
*
.
Note that G “ tL P Hu and G1 “ tL1 P H1u. Before proceeding, let us first prove the following lemma concerning
the relation between G and G1.
Lemma 30. Suppose that G1 is defined w.r.t. a certain distribution rPxrL`1s P CPbpL`1qp pPxq. Let η1 ą 0 in the
definition of G1 (Equation (71)) be such that η1 ď η ` ε and PrL1 rG1s ě c1 ě cpL` 1q. Then PrL rGs ě c.
Proof. First, we claim that, if the distribution of xrL`1s has CP-decomposition
ř
iPrks λiP
bpL`1q
xi , then the marginal
distribution of xrL`1sztju is the same for every j P rL ` 1s and has CP-decomposition
ř
iPrks λiPbLxi . Indeed, for
any j P rL` 1s, ” rPxrL`1sı
xrL`1sztju
pxrL`1sztjuq “
ÿ
xjPX
ÿ
iPrks
λiP
bpL`1q
xi pxrL`1sq
“
ÿ
iPrks
λi
ÿ
xjPX
Pxipx1q ¨ ¨ ¨PxipxrL`1sq
“
ÿ
iPrks
λiP
bL
xi pxrL`1sztjuq
ÿ
xjPX
Pxipxjq
“
ÿ
iPrks
λiP
bL
xi pxrL`1sztjuq
“ rPxrLspxrL`1sztjuq. (72)
Recall the definition of G and G1 in Equation (62) and Equation (71), respectively. We claim that if G1 holds for
some L1 P ` rMsL`1˘ then for any j P L1, G holds, where L “ L1z tju. Indeed,
d
´
τxL ,
rPxrLs¯ “ ÿ
xLPXL
ˇˇˇ
τxLpxLq ´ rPxrLspxLqˇˇˇ
“
ÿ
xLPXL
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
xjPX
τxL1 pxL1q ´ rPxrL`1spxL1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ (73)
ď
ÿ
xL1PXL`1
ˇˇˇ
τxL1 pxL1q ´ rPxrL`1spxL1qˇˇˇ “ d´τxL1 , rPxrL`1s¯ ď η1
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ďη ` ε. (74)
Equation (73) follows from the previous claim given by Equation (72). Equation (74) is by one of the assumptions
η1 ď η ` ε.
By another assumption,
Pr
L1
“G1‰ “Pr
L1
“L1 P H1‰ “ |H1|`
M
L`1
˘ “ 1`
M
L`1
˘ ˇˇˇˇ"L1 P ˆ rM s
L` 1
˙
: d
´
τxL1 ,
rPxrL`1s¯ ď η1*ˇˇˇˇ ě c1. (75)
Now we bound PrL rGs.
Pr
L
rGs “ 1`
M
L
˘ ˇˇˇˇ"L P ˆrM s
L
˙
: d
´
τxL ,
rPxrLs¯ ď η ` ε*ˇˇˇˇ
ě 1`
M
L
˘ ˇˇˇˇ"L P ˆrM s
L
˙
: DL1 P H1, L P
ˆL1
L
˙
, d
´
τxL ,
rPxrLs¯ ď η ` ε*ˇˇˇˇ
ě 1`
M
L
˘ ˇˇˇˇ"L P ˆrM s
L
˙
: DL1 P H1, L P
ˆL1
L
˙*ˇˇˇˇ
(76)
ě 1`
M
L
˘ |H1|
M ´ L (77)
ě c
1` M
L`1
˘`
M
L
˘pM ´ Lq
“ c
1
L` 1 (78)
ěc (79)
In Equation (76), given the condition L1 P H1, we could drop the condition d
´
τxL ,
rPxrLs¯ ď η ` ε since G1 for L1
implies G for L P `L1L˘, as we argued just now. Equation (77) follows from the following fact by taking L :“ H1.
Fact 31. Let L 1 Ď ` rMsL`1˘ be a collection of pL` 1q-sized lists. Let L :“ !L P `rMsL ˘ : DL1 P L 1, L P `L1L˘). Then
|L | pM ´ Lq ě |L 1|.
Equation (78) follows from Equation (75). Equation (79) is by the assumption c
1
L`1 ě c.
We make another observation. For any L1 P H1 and i0 P L1, we haveÿ
iPL1
E
“
Pe,avgpi, sq
ˇˇL1z tiu ,L1z tiu P H‰ “ÿ
iPL1
¨˝
1´
ÿ
yPYn : ψpyqQi
E
“
Wbnpy|xi, sq
ˇˇL1z tiu ,L1z tiu P H‰‚˛
“
ÿ
iPL1
¨˝
1´
ÿ
yPYn : ψpyqQi
E
“
Wbnpy|xi0 , sq
ˇˇL1z ti0u ,L1z ti0u P H‰‚˛ (80)
“pL` 1q ´
ÿ
iPL1Xψpyq
ÿ
yPYn
E
“
Wbnpy|xi0 , sq
ˇˇL1z ti0u ,L1z ti0u P H‰
“pL` 1q ´
ÿ
iPL1Xψpyq
1 (81)
ěpL` 1q ´ L (82)
“1. (83)
Equation (80) is by Equation (70); Equation (81) follows since the inner summation equals 1; Equation (82) follows
because
ˇˇ
ψpyqˇˇ ď L for any y P Yn.
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Given the above observations, we can lower bound E rE rPe,avgpsq|L,Gss as follows.
E rE rPe,avgpsqs|L,Gs “ 1`M
L
˘ 1
M
ÿ
LPprMsL q
ÿ
iPrMs
E rPe,avgpi, sq|Ls1tL P Hu
ě 1`
M
L
˘ 1
M
ÿ
LPprMsL q
ÿ
iPrMs : LYtiuPH1
E rPe,avgpi, sq|Ls1tL P Hu
ě 1`
M
L
˘ 1
M
ÿ
L1PH1
ÿ
iPL1
E
“
Pe,avgpi, sq
ˇˇL1z tiu‰1 L1z tiu P H( (84)
“ 1`
M
L
˘ 1
M
ÿ
L1PH1
ÿ
iPL1
E
“
Pe,avgpi, sq
ˇˇL1z tiu‰ (85)
ě 1`
M
L
˘ 1
M
ˇˇH1 ˇˇ (86)
ěc
1` M
L`1
˘`
M
L
˘
M
(87)
“M ´ L
L` 1
c1
M
“c1
ˆ
1
L` 1 ´
L
pL` 1qM
˙
ě c
1
2pL` 1q . (88)
Since L1z tiu P H is always true given the choice of L1 and i, we can drop the indicator in Equation (84).
In Equation (85), we drop the indicator of the event L1z tiu P H since G1 “ tL1 P H1u automatically implies
G “ tL1z tiu P Hu by Lemma 30. Equation (86) follows from Equation (83). Equation (87) follows from a bound
similar to Pr rGs ě c. Indeed, by replacing L with L` 1, we have
Pr
L1„p rMsL`1q
“G1‰ “ Pr
L1„p rMsL`1q
“L1 P H1‰ “ |H1|`
M
L`1
˘ ě c1
for some constant c1 ą 0. In Equation (88), we assume M ě 2L.
Finally, putting Equation (88) back to Equation (63), we have
E
L,s
rPe,avgpsqs ě cc
1
2pL` 1q . (89)
Equation (89) finishes the proof of the symmetrization converse (Theorem 12).
APPENDIX C
CODEWORD SELECTION
Fix rate R and a time-sharing sequence u P Un of type Pu. We sample M “ L2nR codewords x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xM
independently using the following distribution. For each i P rM s, let xpjqi denote the j-th (j P U) subvector of xi,
i.e., xpjqi :“ pxipk1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xipknPupjqqq P X nPupjq where pk1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , knPupjqq satisfies upk`q “ j for all ` P rnPupjqs.
We sample xpjqi uniformly from all X nPupjq-valued vectors of type Px|u“j .
We will show that a codebook C sampled as above simultaneously satisfies all desired properties in Lemma 19
with high probability. To this end, we need the following lemma whose proof appeared in [CN88b].
Lemma 32. Let X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XM be (not necessarily identically distributed, possibly dependent) random variables.
For all i P rM s, let fipX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xiq be a function such that fi P r0, 1s. If E rfipX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xiq|X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xi´1s ď a
a.s. for all i P rM s, then
Pr
«
1
M
Mÿ
i“1
fipX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xiq ą t
ff
ď2´Mpt´a log eq.
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Proof of Lemma 19.. Fix u P Un, x P X n, s P Sn, Pu P ∆pUq, Px|u P ∆pX |Uq, Pu,x,xrLs,s P ∆pU ˆ X ˆ XL ˆ Sq.
To avoid trivialities, assume Pu,x,s “ τu,x,s, Pu,x “ Pu,xk “ PuPx|u for all k P rLs. Let x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xM be i.i.d.
random vectors following the distribution specified in the beginning of Appendix C.
a) Proof of Equation (15): Fix any k P rLs. Let fipx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xiq “ 1
 
τu,x,xi,s “ Pu,x,xk,s
(
, i P rM s. Note
that each fi in fact only depends on xi.
a “E “fipx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xiqˇˇx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xi´1‰
“E rfipx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xiqs
“Pr “τu,x,xi,s “ Pu,x,xk,s‰
“
ˇˇ 
x1 P X n : τu,x,x1,s “ Pu,x,xk,s
(ˇˇˇˇ 
x1 P X n : τu,x1“Pu,x
(ˇˇ
.“2
nHpxk|u,x,sq
2nHpx|uq
“2´npHpxk|uq´Hpxk|u,x,sqq (90)
“2´nIpxk;x,s|uq,
where Equation (90) follows since Pu,x “ Pu,xk .
Let t “ 1M 2nprR´Ipxk;x,s|uqs
``εq. Under these choices of parameters (t and a),
Mpt´ a log eq .“2nprR´Ipxk;x,s|uqs``εq ´ L2nR log e2´Ipxk;x,s|uq
“
#
2npR´Ipxk;x,s|uq`εq ´ 2R´Ipxk;x,s|uqL log e, R ě Ipxk;x, s|uq
2nε ´ 2npR´Ipxk;x,s|uqq, R ă Ipxk;x, s|uq
¨ě2nε
for sufficiently large n.
Now by Lemma 32,
Pr
«
Mÿ
i“1
fipx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xiq ą t
ff
“Pr
”ˇˇ 
i P rM s : τu,x,xi,s “ Pu,x,xk,s
(ˇˇ ą 2nprR´Ipxk;x,s|uqs``εqı
ď2´Mpa´t log eq
ď2´2nε . (91)
b) Proof of Equation (13): Following the same procedures as in the previous paragraph, we have
Pr
”ˇˇ 
i P rM s : τu,xi,s “ Pu,x,s
(ˇˇ ą 2nprR´Ipx;s|uqs``pε{2` 1n logLqqı ď2´2npε{2` 1n logLq “ 2´L2nε{2 .
Recall that R ě ε. Under the assumption that Ipx; s|uq ě ε, we have
rR´ Ipx; s|uqs` “R´min tR, Ipx; s|uqu ď R´ ε. (92)
Hence
2´L2nε{2 ěPr
”ˇˇ 
i P rM s : τu,xi,s “ Pu,x,s
(ˇˇ ą L2nprR´Ipx;s|uqs``ε{2qı
ěPr
”ˇˇ 
i P rM s : τu,xi,s “ Pu,x,s
(ˇˇ ą L2npR´ε{2qı (93)
“Pr
„
1
M
ˇˇ 
i P rM s : τu,xi,s “ Pu,x,s
(ˇˇ ¨ą 2´nε{2 , (94)
where Equation (93) is by Equation (92).
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c) Proof of Equation (17): First observe that"
L P
ˆrM s
L
˙
: τu,x,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s
*
Ď
"
pi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , iLq P
ˆrM s
L
˙
: τu,x,xi1 ,s “ Pu,x,x1,s, ¨ ¨ ¨ , τu,x,xiL ,s “ Pu,x,xL,s
*
Ď
!
pi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , iLq P rM sL : τu,x,xi1 ,s “ Pu,x,x1,s, ¨ ¨ ¨ , τu,x,xiL ,s “ Pu,x,xL,s
)
“
Lą
k“1
 
i P rM s : τu,x,xi,s “ Pu,x,xk,s
(
.
Therefore,
Pr
„ˇˇˇˇ"
L P
ˆrM s
L
˙
: τu,x,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
ą 2nε

ďPr
»– ź
kPrLs
ˇˇ 
i P rM s : τu,x,xi,s “ Pu,x,xk,s
(ˇˇ ą 2nε
fifl
ďPr
”
Dk P rLs, ˇˇ i P rM s : τu,x,xi,s “ Pu,x,xk,s(ˇˇ ą 2nε{Lı
ď
ÿ
kPrLs
Pr
”ˇˇ 
i P rM s : τu,x,xi,s “ Pu,x,xk,s
(ˇˇ ą 2nε{Lı
ďL2´2nε{L , (95)
where the last inequality follows from Equation (91) since R ă minkPrLs Ipxk; s|uq ď minkPrLs Ipxk;x, s|uq.
d) Proof of Equation (16): We first make several definitions.
L 1i :“
"
L P
ˆri´ 1s
L
˙
: τu,xL,s “ Pu,xrLs,s
*
,
Li :“
#
L 1i , |L 1i | ď 2nε1
H, |L 1i | ą 2nε1
,
fipx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xiq :“1
 DL P Li, τu,xi,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s(,
where ε1 ą 0 is a small constant to be specified later.
Observe that if
max
iPrMs
|L 1i | ď
ˇˇˇˇ"
L P
ˆrM s
L
˙
: τu,xL,s “ Pu,xrLs,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
ď 2nε1 , (96)
then Li “ L 1i for all i P rM s. Furthermore, under the condition in Equation (96), we haveÿ
iPrMs
fipx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xiq “
ÿ
iPrMs
1
 DL P Li, τu,xi,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s(
“
ÿ
iPrMs
1
 DL P L 1i , τu,xi,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s(
“
ÿ
iPrMs
1
"
DL P
ˆri´ 1s
L
˙
, τu,xL,s “ Pu,xrLs,s, τu,xi,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s
*
“
ÿ
iPrMs
1
"
DL P
ˆri´ 1s
L
˙
, τu,xi,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s
*
“
ˇˇˇˇ"
i P rM s : DL P
ˆri´ 1s
L
˙
, τu,xi,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
. (97)
We can bound the probability that both sides of Equation (97) differ using Equation (95).
Pr
»–ˇˇˇˇ"i P rM s : DL P ˆri´ 1s
L
˙
, τu,xi,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
‰
ÿ
iPrMs
fipx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xiq
fifl (98)
“Pr “Di P rM s, Li ‰ L 1i ‰
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“Pr
„
Di P rM s,
ˇˇˇˇ"
L P
ˆri´ 1s
L
˙
: τu,xL,s “ Pu,xrLs,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
ą 2nε1

ďPr
„
Di P rM s,
ˇˇˇˇ"
L P
ˆrM s
L
˙
: τu,xL,s “ Pu,xrLs,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
ą 2nε1

ďL2´2nε1{L . (99)
We then concentrate
ř
iPrMs fipx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xiq using Lemma 32. To this end, let us compute
E rfipx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xiq|x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xi´1s “Pr
“DL P Li, τu,xi,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s ˇˇx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xi´1‰
¨ď|Li|2nHpx|u,xrLs,sq{2nHpx|uq
ď2´npIpx;xrLs,s|uq´ε1q
ď2´npε´ε{4q “ 2´ 34nε, (100)
where Equation (100) follows from the assumption Ipx;xrLs, s|uq ě ε and the choice of parameter ε1 “ ε{4. By
Lemma 32, we have
Pr
»– 1
M
ÿ
iPrMs
fipx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xiq ą 2´ 23nε
fifl ď2´M´2´ 23nε´2´ 34nε log e¯ ď 2´M2 2´ 23nε ď 2´L2 2nε2´ 23nε “ 2´L2 2nε{3 , (101)
where we used the assumption R “ 1n log ML ě ε.
Combining Equation (99) and Equation (101), we get
Pr
„
1
M
ˇˇˇˇ"
i P rM s : DL P
ˆri´ 1s
L
˙
, τu,xi,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
ą 2´ 23nε

ďEquation (98)` LHS of Equation (101)
ďL2´2 nε4L ` 2´L2 2nε{3 ď pL` 1q2´2 nε4L .
(102)
Take any pi P SM . Equation (102) remains true when
`ri´1s
L
˘
is replaced by
pi
ˆri´ 1s
L
˙
:“
ˆ
pi´1rpipiq ´ 1s
L
˙
“
"
L P
ˆrM sz tiu
L
˙
: @j P L, pipjq ď pipiq ´ 1
*
.
Indeed, the proof follows by replacing xi with xpipiq. Let pi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , piK be permutations given by the following lemma.
Lemma 33 (Lemma A2, [Hug97]). For n ě logp2Lq, there exist K (K ď npL ` 1q2plog |X | ` 1q) permutations
pi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , piK P SM (M “ L2nR) such that for all i P rM s,ˆrM sz tiu
L
˙
“
ď
kPrKs
pik
ˆri´ 1s
L
˙
.
Note that for sufficiently large n, K ď 2nε{6. We are finally ready to prove Equation (16).
Pr
„
1
M
ˇˇˇˇ"
i P rM s : DL P
ˆrM sz tiu
L
˙
, τu,xi,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
ą 2´nε{2

“Pr
»– 1
M
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
$&%i P rM s : DL P ď
kPrKs
pik
ˆri´ 1s
L
˙
, τu,xi,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s
,.-
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ą 2´nε{2
fifl
“Pr
„
1
M
ˇˇˇˇ"
i P rM s : Dk P rKs, DL P pik
ˆri´ 1s
L
˙
, τu,xi,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
ą 2´nε{2

“Pr
»– 1
M
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ď
kPrKs
"
i P rM s : DL P pik
ˆri´ 1s
L
˙
, τu,xi,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s
*ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ą 2´nε{2
fifl
ďPr
»– 1
M
ÿ
kPrKs
ˇˇˇˇ"
i P rM s : DL P pik
ˆri´ 1s
L
˙
, τu,xi,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
ą 2´nε{2
fifl
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ď
ÿ
kPrKs
Pr
„
1
M
ˇˇˇˇ"
i P rM s : DL P pik
ˆri´ 1s
L
˙
, τu,xi,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
ą 2´nε{2{K

ď2nε{6 Pr
„
1
M
ˇˇˇˇ"
i P rM s : DL P
ˆri´ 1s
L
˙
, τu,xi,xL,s “ Pu,x,xrLs,s
*ˇˇˇˇ
ą 2´ 23nε

ďpL` 1q2´2 nε4L`nε{6. (103)
The last inequality is by Equation (102).
e) Proof of Equation (14): Under the condition Ipx;xk, s|uq´ rR´ Ipxk; s|uqs` ě ε, Equation (14) follows
by setting L “ 1 and ε1 “ rR´ Ipxk; s|uqs`` ε{4. Specifically, by repeating the proof of Equation (16), we have
the following bound similar to Equation (103).
Pr
„
1
M
ˇˇˇ!
i P rM s : Dj P rM sz tiu , τu,xi,xj ,s “ Pu,x,xk,s
)ˇˇˇ
ą 2´nε{2

ď2 ¨ 2´ 122nε{4`nε{6. (104)
f) Finishing up the proof of Lemma 19: Finally, Lemma 19 follows by taking a union bound over x P X n
such that τu,x “ Pu,x, s P Sn and joint types Pu,x,xrLs,s. There are in total exponentially many of them and the
concentration bounds in Equation (91), Equation (94), Equation (95), Equation (103) are all doubly exponentially
small. We thus have shown that with probability doubly exponentially close to 1, a random code consisting
of codewords x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,xM P X n each of type τu,xi “ Pu,x (i P rM s) simultaneously satisfies Equation (13),
Equation (14), Equation (15), Equation (16) and Equation (17) for all x, s, Px,xrLs,s.
APPENDIX D
UNAMBIGUITY OF DECODING RULES (PROOF OF LEMMA 20)
The proof is by contradiction. Suppose there does exist a joint distribution Pu,xrL`1s,srL`1s,y satisfying the
conditions in Equation (19). Observe that for any i P rL` 1s,
2η ěD `Pu,xi,si,y››PuPxi|uPsiWy|x,s˘` I `xi,y;xrL`1sztiu ˇˇu, si˘ “ D `Pu,xi,xrL`1sztiu,si,y››PuPxi|uPxrL`1sztiu,si|uWy|x,s˘
ěD `Pu,xi,xrL`1sztiu,y››PuPxi|uVxrL`1sztiu,y|u,xi˘ .
where
VxrL`1sztiu,y|u,xi :“
“
PxrL`1sztiu,si|uWy|x,s
‰
xrL`1sztiu,y|u,xi .
By Pinsker’s inequality (Lemma 5),
2
?
ln 2
?
η ě ››Pu,xi,xrL`1sztiu,y ´ PuPxi|uVxrL`1sztiu,y|u,xi››1 . (105)
The same bound as Equation (105) with i replaced by i1 P rL` 1sz tiu still holds. Adding up both sides of these
two bounds and applying triangle inequality on the RHS, we obtain
4
?
ln 2
?
η ě
›››PuPxi|uVxrL`1sztiu,y|u,xi ´ PuPxi1 |uVxrL`1szti1u,y|u,xi1 ›››1
ěpu˚|U |
›››Pxi|u“u˚VxrL`1sztiu,y|u“u˚,xi ´ Pxi1 |u“u˚VxrL`1szti1u,y|u“u˚,xi1 ›››1 (106)
“pu˚|U |
ÿ
xrL`1sPXL`1
ÿ
yPY
ˇˇ
Px|upxi|u˚qVxrL`1sztiu,y|u,xi
`
xrL`1sztiu, y
ˇˇ
u˚, xi
˘
´ Px|upxi1 |u˚qVxrL`1szti1u,y|u,xi1
`
xrL`1szti1u, y
ˇˇ
u˚, xi1
˘ˇˇˇ
(107)
“pu˚|U | 1pL` 1q!
ÿ
piPSL`1
ÿ
xrL`1sPXL`1
ÿ
yPY
ˇˇ
Px|upxi|u˚qVxrL`1sztpipiqu,y|u,xpipiq
`
xpiprL`1sqztiu, y
ˇˇ
u˚, xi
˘
´ Px|upxi1 |u˚qVxrL`1sztpipi1qu,y|u,xpipi1q
`
xpiprL`1sqzti1u, y
ˇˇ
u˚, xi1
˘ˇˇˇ
(108)
“pu˚|U | 1pL` 1q!
ÿ
piPSL`1
ÿ
xrL`1sPXL`1
ÿ
yPY
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
sPS
`
Px|upxi|u˚qPxrL`1sztpipiqu,spipiq|u
`
xpiprL`1sqztiu, s
ˇˇ
u˚
˘
Wy|x,spy|xi, sq
51
´ Px|upxi1 |u˚qPxrL`1sztpipi1qu,spipi1q|u
`
xpiprL`1sqzti1u, s
ˇˇ
u˚
˘
Wy|x,spy|xi1 , sq
¯ˇˇˇ
ěpu˚|U |
ÿ
xrL`1sPXL`1
ÿ
yPY
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
sPS
`
Px|upxi|u˚qQxrLs,s|u
`
xrL`1sztiu, s
ˇˇ
u˚
˘
Wy|x,spy|xi, sq
´ Px|upxi1 |u˚qQxrLs,s|u
`
xrL`1szti1u, s
ˇˇ
u˚
˘
Wy|x,spy|xi1 , sq
˘ˇˇ
(109)
where in Equation (106) we use the following notation
pu˚ :“min
uPU Pupuq, u
˚ :“ argmin
uPU
›››Px|u“uVxrL`1sztiu,y|u“u,xi ´ Px|u“uVxrL`1szti1u,y|u“u,xi1 ›››1 .
In Equation (109) we define
QxrLs,s|u
`
xrLs, s
ˇˇ
u
˘
:“ 1pL` 1q!
ÿ
pi1PSL
ÿ
jPrL`1s
PxrL`1sztju,sj |u
`
xpi1prLsq, s
ˇˇ
u
˘
,
which is due to the following identity:
QxrLs,s|u
`
xrL`1sztiu, s
ˇˇ
u˚
˘ “ 1pL` 1q! ÿ
piPSL`1
PxrL`1sztpipiqu,spipiq|u
`
xpiprL`1sqztiu, s
ˇˇ
u˚
˘
“ 1pL` 1q!
ÿ
pi1PSL
ÿ
jPrL`1s
PxrL`1sztju,sj |u
`
xpi1prL`1sztiuq, s
ˇˇ
u˚
˘
.
Equation (107) follows since Pu,xi “ Pu,x for all i P rL ` 1s. Equation (108) follows since Equation (107) is
invariant under any permutation pi P SL`1. Equation (109) follows from triangle inequality.
We observe that QxrLs,s|u is symmetric in xrLs. Indeed, for any σ P SL,
QxrLs,s|u
`
xσprLsq, s
ˇˇ
u
˘ “ 1pL` 1q! ÿ
pi1PSL
ÿ
jPrL`1s
PxrL`1sztju,sj |u
`
xσppi1prLsqq, s
ˇˇ
u
˘
“ 1pL` 1q!
ÿ
pi1PSL
ÿ
jPrL`1s
PxrL`1sztju,sj |u
`
xpσpi1qprLsq, s
ˇˇ
u
˘
“QxrLs,s|u
`
xrLs, s
ˇˇ
u
˘
.
We claim that Equation (109) must be strictly positive. Otherwise,ÿ
sPS
Px|upxi|u˚qQxrLs,s|u
`
xrL`1sztiu, s
ˇˇ
u˚
˘
Wy|x,spy|xi, sq
“
ÿ
sPS
Px|upxi1 |u˚qQxrLs,s|u
`
xrL`1szti1u, s
ˇˇ
u˚
˘
Wy|x,spy|xi1 , sq (110)
ùñ
ÿ
sPS
Px|upxi|u˚qQxrLs,s|u
`
xrL`1sztiu, s
ˇˇ
u˚
˘ “ ÿ
sPS
Px|upxi1 |u˚qQxrLs,s|u
`
xrL`1szti1u, s
ˇˇ
u˚
˘
ùñ Px|upxi|u˚qQxrLs|u
`
xrL`1sztiu
ˇˇ
u˚
˘ “ Px|upxi1 |u˚qQxrLs|u `xrL`1szti1u ˇˇu˚˘ (111)
In fact, Q satisfying Equation (111) must be a product distribution QxrLs|u“u˚ “ PbLx|u“u˚ and is obviously
symmetric. This is follows from Lemma 34 which is stated at the end of this section. A proof can be found
in [Hug97]. Substituting Q back to Equation (110), we getÿ
sPS
Px|upxi|u˚qQxrLs|u
`
xrL`1sztiu
ˇˇ
u˚
˘
Qs|xrLs,u
`
s
ˇˇ
xrL`1sztiu, u˚
˘
Wy|x,spy|xi, sq
“
ÿ
sPS
Px|upxi1 |u˚qQxrLs|u
`
xrL`1szti1u
ˇˇ
u˚
˘
Qs|xrLs,u
`
s
ˇˇ
xrL`1szti1u, u˚
˘
Wy|x,spy|xi1 , sq
ùñ
ÿ
sPS
Pxi|upxi|u˚qPbLx|u
`
xrL`1sztiu
ˇˇ
u˚
˘
Qs|xrLs,u
`
s
ˇˇ
xrL`1sztiu, u˚
˘
Wy|x,spy|xi, sq
“
ÿ
sPS
Pxi1 |upxi1 |u˚qPbLx|u
`
xrL`1szti1u
ˇˇ
u˚
˘
Qs|xrLs,u
`
s
ˇˇ
xrL`1szti1u, u˚
˘
Wy|x,spy|xi1 , sq
52
ùñ
ÿ
sPS
P
bpL`1q
x|u pxrL`1s|u˚qQs|xrLs,u
`
s
ˇˇ
xrL`1sztiu, u˚
˘
Wy|x,spy|xi, sq
“
ÿ
sPS
P
bpL`1q
x|u pxrL`1s|u˚qQs|xrLs,u
`
s
ˇˇ
xrL`1szti1u, u˚
˘
Wy|x,spy|xi1 , sq
ùñ
ÿ
sPS
Qs|xrLs,u
`
s
ˇˇ
xrL`1sztiu, u˚
˘
Wy|x,spy|xi, sq “
ÿ
sPS
Qs|xrLs,u
`
s
ˇˇ
xrL`1szti1u, u˚
˘
Wy|x,spy|xi1 , sq. (112)
Note that Qs|xrLs,u “ Qs,xrLs,u{QxrLs,u, and both Qs,xrLs,u, QxrLs,u are symmetric in xrLs. Therefore Qs|xrLs,u is
also symmetric in xrLs. Combining this observation with Equation (112), we know that Qs|xrLs,u P Uobli,L-symm.
Lemma 34. Let L P Zě2. If Px P ∆pX q and QxrLs P ∆pXLq satisfy
PxpxiqQxrLs
`
xrL`1sztiu
˘ “ Pxpxi1 |uqQxrLs `xrL`1szti1u˘
for all i ‰ i1 P rLs and xrLs P XL, then QxrLs “ PbLx .
APPENDIX E
STRONG CONVERSE FOR FADING DMCS WITH APPROXIMATE CONSTANT-COMPOSITION CODES AND
LIST-DECODING (PROOF OF THEOREM 23)
Let C be a code of rate R “ CpWy|x,uq ` δ and let L P Zě1 be the list-size. Let Pu “ τu. Suppose that for
some Px|u, for all x P C, d
`
τu,x, PuPx|u
˘ ď λ where 0 ă λ ! δ is a constant. Let ψ : Yn Ñ `rMsďL˘ be the optimal
list-decoder of C used over Wy|x,u.
Let ε ą 0 be a sufficiently small constant to be determined later. Define the ε-typical set as
Aεy|upPy|uq :“
#
y P Yn : @u P U ,@y P Y, τy|upy|uq
Py|upy|uq P r1´ ε, 1` εs
+
,
where Py|u “
“
Px|uWy|x,u
‰
y|u. Note that by the asymptotic equipartition property (Lemma 9)ˇˇˇ
Aεy|upPy|uq
ˇˇˇ
ď 2npHpy|uq`f2pλ,εqq,
for some f2pλ, εq ą 0.
We now lower bound the average error probability.
1´ Pe,avgpCq “ 1
M
ÿ
iPrMs
Pr
“
ψpyq Q iˇˇm “ i,u “ u‰
“ 1
M
ÿ
iPrMs
ÿ
yPYn
Wbny|x,upy|xi, uq1
 
ψpyq Q i(
ď 1
M
ÿ
iPrMs
ÿ
yPAεy|upPy|uq
Wbny|x,upy|xi, uq1
 
ψpyq Q i(` 1
M
ÿ
iPrMs
ÿ
yRAεy|upPy|uq
Wbny|x,upy|xi, uq. (113)
We claim that xi P C satisfies d
`
τxi|u, Px|u“u
˘ ď λ1 for all u P U , where λ1 “ λ|U |pu˚ . This is guaranteed by
approximate constant-composition of C. Indeed for any x P C,
λ ěd `τu,x, PuPx|u˘
“
ÿ
pu,xqPUˆX
ˇˇ
τu,xpu, xq ´ PuPx|upu, xq
ˇˇ
“
ÿ
pu,xqPUˆX
ˇˇ
τupuqτx|upx|uq ´ PupuqPx|upx|uq
ˇˇ
“
ÿ
pu,xqPUˆX
Pupuq
ˇˇ
τx|upx|uq ´ Px|upx|uq
ˇˇ
“
ÿ
uPU
Pupuq
ÿ
xPX
ˇˇ
τx|upxq ´ Px|u“upxq
ˇˇ
53
“
ÿ
uPU
Pupuqd
`
τx|u, Px|u“u
˘
ě|U |pu˚d
`
τx|u, Px|u“u
˘
, (114)
where Equation (114) holds for any u P U and pu˚ is defined as pu˚ :“ minuPU Pupuq ą 0 (since Pu “ τu has no
zero atoms).
Hence for any y P Aεy|upPy|uq,
Wbny|x,upy|xi, uq ď2´npHpy|x,uq´f1pλ,εqq,
for some f1pλ, εq ą 0. Thus the first term in Equation (113) is at most
1
M
2´npHpy|x,uq´f1pλ,εqq
ÿ
yPAεy|upPy|uq
ÿ
iPrMs
1
 
ψpyq Q i( ď 1
M
2´npHpy|x,uq´f1pλ,εqq
ˇˇˇ
Aεy|upPy|uq
ˇˇˇ
L
ďL´12´nR2´npHpy|x,uq´f1pλ,εqq2npHpy|uq`f2pλ,εqqL
ď2np´C`Ipx;y|uq´δ`f1pλ,εq`f2pλ,εqq
ď2´npδ´f1pλ,εq´f2pλ,εqq. (115)
Let ε be sufficiently small so that δ ą f1pλ, εq ` f2pλ, εq. Then the bound in Equation (115) is exponentially
decaying.
As for the second term in Equation (113), by the large deviation principle, we have that for any xi satisfying
d
`
τxi|u, Px|u“u
˘ ď λ1 “ λ|U |pu˚ for all u P U (which is guaranteed by approximate constant-composition of C),
Pr
”
y R Aεy|upPy|uq
ˇˇˇ
m “ i,u “ u
ı
ď2´nf3pλ,εq, (116)
for some f3pλ, εq ą 0.
Putting Equation (115) and Equation (116) back to Equation (113), we obtain
Pe,avgpCq ě1´ 2´npδ´f1pλ,εq´f2pλ,εqq ´ 2´nf3pλ,εq nÑ8ÝÝÝÑ 1,
which finishes the proof of Theorem 23.
